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work
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serve a
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cooked
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at
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food sale by the

Baptist society
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until 5.

afternoon from 2

Mrs. Mary Stanley

died

yesterday at
the home of her nephew, Ernest Brown,
in the

eighty-ninth year of her
Congressman John A. Peters
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At Ellsworth

report delightful entertainment
of the Bluehill lodge.

Office, 65 Oak St.
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There will
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Southwest

Harbor to attend
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SON
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H. SMITH
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■ creatn parlor
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spent the winter in Boston, is now7 at
Penobscot Exchange in Bangor for a

E. TREADWELL

train service has been

a

three-cavity

to make

good

H. MOSLEY

m,St-

Ellsworth

resumed

the Mt. Desert branch, beginning last
Sunday. The mail schedule at the head of
local columns and the timetable on page
5 have been corrected to date.
of

Ellsw'orth who wish to
a

pig, garden

year, should

or

come

can-

the

to

of the county agent, Saturday afternoon, May 24, to receive instructions.

office

Everett J. Davis of Ellsworth, on the
recommendation of the attorney-general,
has been reappointed by Sheriff Wescott
as special deputy for Hancock county in
the enforcement of the automobile laws.

The festival choruB will meet Thursday
evening at 7.46. All members are requested

present,

and all others who

are

in-

are willing to assist in the
for Memorial day, are cordially
invited to attend.

PRIMROSE

NURSE
Miss M. Elizabeth Googles
9* FRANKLIN ST.,

ELLSWORTH

Telephone 149-3
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neighbors. The flames
rapid headway and it was apparent
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Ellsworth is taking steps for the proper
entertainment of the live boys and girls
3f Hancock county who make up the
boys’ and girls’ agricultural clubs. They
ire coming here
October 17 and 18 for
;heir annual county contest, the climax

year’s work. Last year the
mutest plans were upset by the epidemic
)f influenza, which made public gathertheir

voted the
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which
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saved
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use
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furniture not

The

free

the
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short time.
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ind

but

Nason

having been ablaze for some time. The
cause is supposed to have been a defective

for twelve

throughout

a

jister. Another

)f

work

VICTOR and EDISON

burned

aged mother were
Fred Roberts, passing on the road,

alone.

as

and

aere

was

Mr.

engaged
travelling agent
Bangor News, and was well known chimney.

been

/ears

had

forenoon.

had been gone to his
time and his wife and

aearly dark when the accident occurred,
ind the body had not then been recovered. Mr. Laffin was thirty-five j ears

>ld,

Fire at North KJlsvvorth.
The house of Alpheus Nason

session

Hale

of this

years, offered

of

the

Teachers’ association

at Northeast Harbor
week.

and Lunch Room

Association.
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General

j

Hancock

will be held
and
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sessions wdll

be

j

IT.
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ANDERSON,
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Proprietor.

RED FRONT—

University of Maine scholarships, held Friday forenoon at 11 o’clock, 1j Three doors below P. O. on
valued at $25 each, in memory of the late Friday afternoon at 1.30, Friday evening
Saturday morning at 9. WATER ST.,
ELLSWORTH
Eugene Hale. These prizes are to be at 7.30 and
Departmental sessions for rural schools,
awarded to the winner in each project.
American and European Plan
grades and secondary schools will be
OPEN EVENINGS.
held Friday afternoon at 3.15 o’clock.
“Rube and His Ma.”
five

and

class of Ellsworth high
present the comedy, “Rube

junior

school

will

His

Ma,”

at

Hancock

hall

COMING

EVENTS.

Wall Papers, Window Shades,

Friday

Wednesday evening, May 21, at Baptist
follows:
vestry—Social; admission, 10 cents.
Harry Lewis.Henry Harrington
Thursday evening, May 22, at Methodist
John Blackburn.Lumau Woodruff
vestry, 6 o’clock—Supper, 25 cents.
Hiram Warden.Hubert Farnsworth
Friday evening, May 23, at Hancock
Rube Warden.Edwin Austin
hall—Junior class play and dance.
Zeke Perkins.James Coughlin

evening.

The cast of characters

is

as

Si Perkins.Charles Drummey
Ella Johnston
Helen Warden.
Aunt Mandy Warden.Doris Colpitts
Lucinda Perkins.Marie McFarland

When the mailorder house finds a
town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing

Daisy.Elleneen Doyle
A dance will follow the play.

|

NORTH ELLS WORTH.
Russell Nason is visiting in Sullivan.
Mrs. Inez Smith has returned from
month’s visit in Washington county.

a

A. W. Nason has moved his family into
Henry Butler house for the summer.

the

Fashioned
at the grange, ThursMother,” was
day evening, by Ellsworth Falls talent.
An excellent

play,
given

“The Old

list.

Specials for
Ladies’ Bleached
or

tight knee,

Paints, Varnishes, Etc.
My

store on State street, opposite the
Public Library, will re-open to- morrow.
New Patterns now in. Call and see
them

CHARLES F. FULLER

Week of

May

Jersey Pants, either lace-tri mmed

50 and 59 cent values for onlv

1 Lot Steel Hair

22.

Pins,

5

in

smooth, well-finished pin,

a

box.

The^e

39/

■

are

box

a

gc

Lloyd Burr and infant daughter
Maxine have gone to their home at Curtis’
Corner. Mrs. Burr’s mother, Mrs. Maude
Mrs.

Boys’ and Girls’ Ipswich Hose, black, only, sizes
The Sullivan high school baseball team
0 to 10, pair
her.
to Ellsworth last Saturday for
DeWitt, accompanied
1 Lot Good Shepherd Scotch Yarn, heather and
grey
mixtures, 1.87 ounces in a ball, price
5Q«r
The Corner News
1 Lot Bungalow Aprons, brown, grey and black and
F. C. & W. H. SCOTT, Proprietors
white stripe
ggc
Latest Another Lot of
Daily Newspapers, including Evening Post.
and
Honey
Glycerine Soap, large
Magazines and Periodicals. Stationery, School Supplies.
cake
10/
a re-

came

and see

Dr. F. P. Laffin received wo$d last evenof the drowning of his
brother,
Jharles E. Laffin, at Swan lake, near his
aorae in
Frankfort. Details of the accident have not been received, but it is
mderstood that Mr. Laffin, with a boy,
ng

The

Carrie Harrington, who is employed at Millinocket, was at home over
Sunday. She was accompanied by Miss
Esther Durepo of Millinocket and Miss
Gertrude Kerney of Bangor.

music

Farm Machinery

REPAIRING

Purchased

.'•cables mc

in

way to
the annual

Chief-Justice L. A. Emery was
Ellsworth Saturday. Mr. Emery, who

to be

open

■“‘-^Vr'i'nVo^nl^ rlghtML1--

cream

also full line of

ft
nTEAM VULCANIZING
■havereAND

was

his

terested and

L.

for Season

Mrs on

first-class

Confectioner

For
| Candies
Home Folks The

moM*

foreign countries

separator, call on

Made

on

county conference of the Congregational
churches.

Boys and girls

-Established 1867-

leading companies

banquet at 6.30.

J. Guptill of Deer Isle

ning club this

(C.

a

Ellsworth

become members of

some of the

be

on

146-11

thrift.

Jitizens of Ellsworth are organizing for
;heir entertainment
while
here. The
banks of the county have united in sub-

Sunday

until further notice.

q/’Ellsworth, Maine

en-

Blanquefort commandery, K. T., will
work the orders of the Red Cross, Temple
and Malta next Monday, opening at 5

Miss

Co.

and gave them words of

success

ngs unadvisable.
)f Ellsworth has

o’clock.

Union Trust Company!

with other enter-

Mrs.
Ellsworth friends of Mr. and
Doyle extend congratulations
on
the birth of a
daughter, May 10
at Portland, Oregon, Frances Patricia.

the

Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

enting

city.

A large party of Rebekahs went from
Ellsworth to Bluehill Friday evening.

has

HARTFORD, CONN.

daily

of this

few weeks.

Ropreaentln
Th© Equitable F"ir© and Marin©

|

Young,

Mrs. Rose

of

Former

Marino and Automobile Insurance

OF

Baptist

the

Stoneham, Mass.,
who has been in service overseas nineteen
months, has been visiting his mother,

THOM PSOINI

MAIN STREET

IIS

fire,

H. Young

Rev. O.

Repair Shop

®

a new' ear.

Earl

in

I

at

Edward F.

^_TELEI’IIONE 12a__
A.

social

a

it the hands

[3^ Public Auto Service Day and Night
Reo 44-ton truck to hire for baggage transfer
and general light trucking.

J.

be

editor
of
the
Harry M. Bellatty,
Woodland
Press, was in Ellsworth
Saturday on his way home from Bangor

They

All in first-class order.

First Class Paint and

last

vestry this evening. The committee has
planned for a good time. Everybody is
invited.

—

Dealers in Second-hand Cars.
Cars now offered :

(i

1

in stock,

left

opening of the extra session of Congress.

Overland and Chevrolet Cars
Sanford Motor Truck Cleveland Tractor
ears

age.

Washington to be present at the

There will

GARAGE
I

week for

change.

couragement and inspiration for future

bean supper to-morrow
vestry at 6 o’clock.
ladies of the

the

held here

posited a bottle containing the names of
the Victory boys and girls who have made
good their pledges. There was quite a
gathering of friends of the boys and girls.
The program included singing by the
children and assemblage, and a short address by M. Y. McGown, who
complimented the Victory boys and girls on

fair
clear

Pearl La hey of Millinocket spent Sunday in Ellsworth.
the

Bond Conversion

The Victory boys and girls of Ellsworth
planted a victory tree on the high school
grounds last Friday afternoon, with apand
propriate
impressive
exercises.
Beneath the roots of the tree was de-

.10
.99

cloudy

connection

4±

tainments. It is hoped there will be many
more of the concerts. The band is
certainly doing excellent work, remarkable
work, considering the short time given to
instruction and practice.

Precip-

afternoon
fair
clear
clear
rain

in

grams

observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor
Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

Banquet

AT- HAYNES

Tuesday,

| From

The
♦

ELLSWORTH.

Ending at Midnight
May 20, 1919.

4am

cans

Learn to

IALHSPfi^

IN

Wescott;

for

»)-J

U.

It is to the advantage of parties holding
such 4 per cent bonds to have them converted to
the higher rate, and we shall be pleased to be of
service to holders of unconverted bonds and
attend to all details in connection with the ex-

The Ellsworth band gave a concert in
postoffice square Friday evening. A large
crowd gathered to enjoy it. This was the
first public concert of the band,
though it
has appeared several times in short
pro-

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER

Percival

IN

issue.

officer,

is

Sundays.

Registered mail should be at postofflce half

40c

by
ac-

Walter Joy;
executive
committee, Clarence Alley, Leon Tilden,
Basil Robbins. The local
organization

AT POSTOFFICH

Arrives from tbe West
for West at 4.50 p m.

an

Igpintcans

solo

Bonsey

Ellsworth soldiers and sailors have
formed a permanent organization, to be
affiliated with the American Legion. The
officers chosen are:
Commander, Ralph E.

morning.)

Treasurer,
% Burrill National Bank,
Ellsworth, Maine.
All remittances will be promptly acknowledged.

and

violin

a

May

The

Week Days.
From West—7.22 a m; 4.40 p m.
From East—11.11, a in; 6.51 and 10.82
p m.
(10.62 mail not distributed until following

Them.

EDWARD F. SMALL,

S?sH

and

BNTEBBD AS BBOOND- CLASS MATTBR
1
AT TBH BI.LBWOBTH POHTOFPIOH.

The Government has extended the time
during which holders of Liberty Loan Bonds bearing 4% interest, may be converted into the 4 U %

companist.
MAILS RECEIVED.

YOU, mail

M

Mahoney
Utecbt, Miss

Miss

effect. May 18, 1919

May 19-26
Cause

and John

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFPICE.

/

4% Liberty

The woman’s club met yesterday with
Harry W. Haynes. Mrs. Edward
J. Collins read an interesting
paper on
Lafayette national park, Mt. Desert
island. The musical program consisted
of paino solos by Miss
Marjorie Jellison
Mrs.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Salvation Army Week

)

1919

J-C7A.7.

SbbertiBnnnjtB.

prevented
The game will be
game.
played here this afternoon. Mext Saturday
Ellsworth will play Bluehill academy at
Bluehill.

advertisements this week

Liquor indictments
J A Haynes—Grocer
Burrill National bank
M L Adams—Dry goods
L E Treadwell—Cream separators
Notice of foreclosure—Carrie E Baker
Probate notice—Benjamin Gathercole

The

21

i,AiA 1

--

Store

Samoset Chocolates

Ice-cream, Soda Water and

Confectionery.

MARTIN L. ADAMS

Tobacco and Cigars
New Baseball

Goods, Just

in

Fishing Tackle

95 hain

Ellsworth,

-

street
.

Maine

StracTtiannmta

«

EDITED BY

NERVOUS
PROSTRATION

[ta

Vegetable

This
Letter Proves It

Compound

—

the
West Philadelphia,
I have
years I have been mamed,
health
been in bad
?• IHBimiHIUIIIIIiI anti had severs! at- |
tacks of nervous !
prostration until it !
seemed as if the
organs in my whole

Pa.—“During

thirty

__

body

I was finally
persuaded to try
Lydia EL Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and it made
a well woman
me.
I can now

communications, and Us success depends largely
Coni'
on the support given it In this respect.
muntcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
TUB AMERICAS.
Ellsworth, Me.

Dear mother, when I read each tender phrase.
Each throbbing line of love you write to me.
My heart grows sad and oft I count the days
Until at last I shall sail o’er the sea
Back, back to you and home and all I love.
And once I cursed the fate that placed me
here.
But, lo! I caught a vision from above
That steeled my heart with patience, mother
dear.
Before, my thoughts were dark with fancied
wrongs.

—

And feel my bitter loneliness

bitterness.
Brought discipline—that cot me to the raw—
And acts unjust that promised no redress
Beneath the changeless military law.
All through the days I heard the homing-

To

Tbe

I

in

visiting

are

Historical society met

the

war

had brought

out

on

West

Nichols of

saw your

pleading eyes

and

heard your

voice;
I prayed to come. I prayed to cheer you all,
Aud in reunion let our hearts rejoice.
All useless seemed the changeless game we

Monday

with Pearl Danforth and wife.

Miss Relief

me

call:

Portland.

evening

depart.

Of endless labor, unremitting drill,
; It seemed ’twould be far better had I stayed
At borne with you, who love and need me
still.
And then I caught a vision from the skies
Mrs. Charles Wilson has returned to
Of why we tight aud suffer and are sad!
North Castine, after a month in Bath i I saw the reason for our sacrifice
with her daughter.
heart grew strong and
I Aud seeing, lo! my
glad
Miss Dorothy Blake of Boston spent
in the ranks to fight and die,
several days recently in Castine, looking That I was
If ueed be, for the millions yet unborn.
after work at her cottage.
I saw the Belgian women as they he
Clinton Dennett, wife and j’oung child, !
The spoils of Hunnish lust, undone and
M.
of Bangor, spent last week with J.
t rn.
Their children lifting mutilated anus,
Dennett and w ife.
And babies caught upon the bayonet;
Mrs. Nettie Robinson and daughter
Their aged mothers, slaving on the farms
Annette, who have spent the winter in
To feed the German hordes unconquered
Bangor, returned home Friday.

spent the week-end in town.
B. F. Steele and wife are spending the
week in Clinton.

ville

j

>

G.

May 13.
BLUE HILL
Mrs.

and

Merrill

opened

their

FALLS.
Mrs.

Mr&. Lena Duffee is in
her

Kline

have

cottages.

aged parents, who

Brooksville with

are

poorly.

!

Mary Conary spent the week-end
with her niece, Mrs. May belle Webster.
Mrs.

Mary Candage

Miss

severelj-

on a

broken

cut her
window

right hand
j
glass three

weeks ago, and has had a serious
with it. It is now improving.
Mr. and

Mrs.

time

Davidson motored

here

Pennsylvania, taking ten days for
trip and arriving here Friday. They

from
tbe

will spend
the farm.
May 12.

a

week

at

their

cottage and
CRUMBS.

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Miss Sara Driscoll of
for the

Boston is

at

hom<

summer.

Miss
Vernon

J

Evelyn Gott is employed
Laity’s, McKinley.

ai

Mrs. Vera

Harding is visiting her parents, N. B. Trask and wife, at Atlantic.

I

j

was

Miss

Gray

All

hope

RFHOIDS
indigestion
pleas-

for

afford
ing and prompt relief from
the distress of acid-dyspepsia,

will return

won

May 12.

Mrs.

Chips,

19-4

But victory, nor stop to count the cost.
Until s sweeter Liberty is wronght
From out the old. which was so nearly lost!
My mother, cheer your heart and dry your
tears,
For afterwhile, God willing. I’ll return;
We sacrifice to day that through the years
We may enjoy the peace for which

t

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT S EMULSION

Jr.

breast.
battle for the Womanhood of earth.
For Liberty, for Honor and for Right.
Be proud, oh. mother dear, that you
birth
To one who lived to enter such a fight.

partments they

are

sent

to assist

"After following: your advice
and uftfng: Peruna and Manalin,
ugN cured of catarrh of the none,
throat And atowiRrh, from which
1 had suffered f'«r several years.
When I commenced taking: Peruna I could not make my bed
Now I
without stopping: to reat.

1 have read this

poem

home have realized the

condition connected
:

atrocious

awful

these

tragic
portrays the

The poem
deeds of the Germans

surely
claiming

that in these days when they are
they have been treated, it is

printed -'‘lest
quickly they called a

have these lines

halt

England

or

Red

more

Cross

than

one

Paris.

of

!

generations pass
Germany will be
-_-f-

Into how
ness come

of

many

in the

our

and

sorrow

M.

B.

family

loss and

past year, and

loutli-

now

we

teachers, she

had

herself

her

and

given unstintedly of
substance to those

dependent upon

her.

in

to

her devotion
endeared

ranks of school

the

was

untiring

an

invalid

mother,

a

cheerful

manner

8he

in

her to all

in contact.

A

w

sentiment

on

her

her scheme of

always turn ray clouds about and try

-:

Production of Sanitary Milk Bogina
With Clean Cows and Clean Attend-

the

home of

her

Boston,

where

he

Prescott

will

greatly

community,
vacations.
to the

be

is

where

stationed.
missed

in

Miss

Hope

bor made

a

Norwood of Southwest Har-

Sound

visited

Matheson

her

aunt,

of

Somes

Mrs.

Roland

Carter, last week.
Zebulon Hancock and wife of Auburn
are
Hincock’s parents,
visiting Mrs.
George Smith and w ife.

May

19.

Y.

Eat More Bread
a

food your

|body| needs.

nourishment and finest flavort

For greatest
use

tits

is

William Tell
FLOUR
and make it in your home.
WHITCOMB, HAYNES

&

WHITNEY.

A

1

given at the Baptist
Saturday evening for the benefit

Ichurch
i of

was

supper

Young,

Klvin

help

to

care

children, who

May

is

who

ill.

Paul has gone t > .Steuben
for Mrs. Emerson Parritt

Miss Anna

are

ill.

12.

8.

—

rrtisrmn.u,

Miss
this

her
spent
Much sympathy is extended

ssm
^
*

family.
H.

PHIS t<_/
I
*
be in every brie stable.
Tsnc* up the
-4
nrgn.
A
dive-' '-a
ftgl.n d^-ate
reliable pTwrt.r.v sn<l treatment
t<if Lot*. Appetite, li.-.iigestion.
YcBow Water. Swelled l.e*» sr A
OK'.Y J* FOR
Diilemper.
BOISE !Mft!tA*sCE. Sold by
tfctn ot
draasnto
grr. rr.il
crot»ev.|>*rk f\>*:*r.te*.
KIMBALL BROTt’ERt A CO.
Esetfcura

Fall*.

Whv That Lame Back?
9

morning

That

work

a

Don’t

be

burden

John

and

by

following

Lake,

Ellsworth

Y

kidneys.

Falls resident’s

thoie

sharp

lifting, make
r* v
impossible

or

handicapped by

look to your
mistake
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pains when
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mason,
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Falls, .'!e.. lays: “About

f

or

on my back an 1 i
think it
to do with bringing on the

less strain

had

a

lot

1 had fainting and dizzy spells,
i
fact, 1 was in a pretty bad *h»[*
hut
tried different kinds of medicines,
Doan’s Kidney Pills did me more good
T‘ iiisthan all the others combine/!.

trouble.
in

tnedicine cured

me.

Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedv get Doan's K <1*
Like
Mr.
the same that
nay Pills
M fgr?.,
had.
Foster Mil burn
Co.,

Buffalo, S. Y.

Common and Desirable Practice It Encouraged by Co-operative Bull
Associations.

SUPPLYING WATER TO COWS
During

Winter Season Temperature
Should Be Kept 15 to 20 Degrees
Above Freezing.

^i^^^Look

neigbborhood^j
2-'T#jrajk52
wort*\jglWVcJ

up dealers in your
seeds with a
these seeds
Seeds that grow, that
wyy while reputation.
Patronize them. Refuse substitutes.
j“
om/Wv ^
your dealer for Dunning Farm /mpkrmnls
Hand Cardan Tool*. Quality and satisfaction is
A/The dealer selling them has the result of our M years’
Our 1919192 Page Catalog has sugges- xLc?
tions and prices that will interest you. Write for yolk V
r /we copy today.—R. B. Dunning a Co., Bangor. Maine.«
—

Pro'^%jyr

Vydnce.

i^yask

50re-\LaF5sr

^experience.
J

“/ want you to ute ONE can of
SUPERBA Red Raapberriet”

"These berries are simply delicious, the ihost delicious you ever tasted. They make pies and short
cakes you will never forget. Poured on ice cream"
well say friend
you wouldn't believe anything
could be so genuinely delicious.
I’ve sold canned goods for years and really SU*
PERBA Red Raspberries afford the greatest treat it
has ever been my privilege to offer.
j
Phone—or be sure and list SUPERBA Red Raspberries on your next order.
Did you ever buy your canned goods BY THh*
CASE?
w
I have a real proposition!
I
Rtmembtr SUPEJ\BA TEAS anJ COFFEES.
they spend well at small expense REAL ECONOMY.
MR. SUPERBA
SUPERBA tmOuLdmh
si*
Canned Goods Dealer
SUPERB favour Table,
WiUik.O’TomHn,on Co., Portland,
—

_

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
During the winter, when cows are
stabled the greater part of the time,
and unless arrangements have been
j made to keep water before them all
i the time, they should be watered two
or three times a day.
If possible, the
water should be 15 to 20 degrees above
the freezing point, a- 1 should be supI piled at practically t .e same tempera*
ture every day.

ur

years ago my back waa larnc and painful
and at limes I could hardly get about t»:id
was nil bent over.
My work cause more

IS FAVORED

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
A bnll association having as many
as five or six breeding blocks should
keep and use all its good bulls as long
ns they are fit for service.
Advancing
the bull to the next block at the end of
two years does not eliminate him; it
simply makes it possible to avoid Inbreeding. Line breeding, on the other
hand, is a common and desirable practice, and the bull association ofTers exceptional opportunities for conducting
that kind of breeding. In an association composed of breeders of purebred dairy cattle carefully selected
bulls produced In one block may be
used In other blocks, and the organization may thus continue Indefinitely
without purchasing bulls from outside
sources if such a plan seems advisable. The same practice may be followed when only a few high-class registered cows are owned by members
of any association. The co-operative
bull association, therefore, offers an
excellent opportunity for intelligent,
long-continued breeding. Skillful mating, when combined with careful selection of the best animals, makes
great improvement possible.

I

VL

brief visit here last week.

Winifred

Miss

LINE BREEDING

j
COREA.

she

May 17.

ants.

?

hns been ill the past few

F. Jordan. George; A. Grant and
boys of the service, attended
the reception at the town hall
Wednesday
evening.
19.
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several
wounds
G<

W.

and
on

severe

EGYPT.

Bragdon

Oliver

whom she

ith

aunt, Mrs. George
Freeman, in
Cherry field. Lieut. Commander E. P. A., Simpson, half
brother,
made his second sad trip here within a
few weeks
his brief
visit in
during

conquered.

circles have
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visiting nt c»nt

hospitals, due to

Allan Butler,

at
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or

spirit
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and

to them -cathedrals
There will be
hospitals.

sacred
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month* in
*
!
May 19.

school

and

been

is
homj afi^r
sevsrti
years with t h« British army and American
He hR* *i>ent
force* in France.

da>*.

wear them inside out.
To show the lining.”
Funeral services vere held

|
|

|

ha*

now.

E. Blodgett's.
Allen Wescott

here. Miss Prescott’s
self-effacement. From the time she left

“I

bombs

Nothing

her many friends
life bad been one of

shock to

life:

lines.

their air-raids in

double

dressing table expressed

when

began to fall on their side of the
It would seem even now they have
no remembrance bf the destruction they
wrought and the innocent victims of

a

came

forget.”

we

OBITUARY.

that

well to

British

SULLIVAN HARBOIl.

rendering service

so

how

How

once

here at

we

actual, the
with

of war!

ears

than

more

How littie

receiving it.

gave

Periinn In Sold Kverywher
Liquid or Tablet Form

J.

with
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do all mv work and am in good
health.
I rrcommenri thin *»}„_
able remedy to nil suffering from
any disease of the stomach."

NEWS

COUNTY

Following bo quickly that of tier
mother, Mrs. Eugene Simpson, the news
of the death on Friday of Miss Marion
Prescott in Cambridge, >!»»*., the result
of an operation for appendicitis, comes

■inwir: tarn

t

1

*

sick:

in

We

AfistrUsnnmts

It's

we

yearn.
Forget ail cares, forget all minor things
To-day we labor and to-morrow rest.
We fight for every mother as she sings
her throbbing
Her babe to sleep upon

,»

Catarrh of the
No*e, Throat
and Stomach.

message of cheer to the

a

digestive

that

for another year,
many friends, and the three
terms she has taught here have been very
successful.

She has

Bloomfield, N. J.

[

Wis., sends

No. 3, Ashland.

Important Factor Given Attention by
Dairy Division of Department
of Ajriculture.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Sanitary milk control—an Important
factor in city welfare and a big problem of the city health department—
receives personal attention from the
dairy division of the United States department of agriculture. Specialists
in sanitary production and handling
of milk are usually available, and
upon request of the city health de-

rTTM'TnlTTl^,M—

Mrs. E. M. Harris, R. R.

IMPROVE CITY MILK SUPPLY

^

Scott & Bowue.

~

EXCESSIVE ACIDITY

taken sick and had to be shot.

School will close May 22.

and MANALIN Cured Me
IT

sympathize with Mrs. Murphy and her i
PENOBSCOT.
daughter in the sad termination of their | improving the milk supply. This aspleasant winter in Florida. On their way sistance may mean the making of a
M is* Maude Wardwell has gone tc
home to Bar Harbor they were spending a
general survey lasting only a few days
Calais to work.
or a very intensive Inspection lasting
few days in Boston where Capt. Murphy
Capt. J. B. Sellers spent the week-end
suddenly passed away about midnight, two or three months.
During the last year personal aid with his family here.
Tuesday night. Those of you who attended
Mrs. Ella Leach, who has spent the
In
the reunion two years ago will remember
was given to 88 cities in 14 states.
the family, with Mrs. Murphy’s mother,
addition to this, assistance was given winter in Hluebill, is with her sister.
1
took a long trip to be with us that day.
the United States public health serv- Mrs. Millard Bowden
ice by conducting sanitary milk sur- |
Miss Vilora Perkins i«st week went t<
yet!
veys and in improving the milk supply Old Town, where she had a position but
Grandma Dis Able, I tried your mock
I saw the helpless sinking in the waves
of 15 extra cantonment rones.
was
obliged to return on account ol
mince pie recipe, and it is fine. I thought
While German sailors laughed to see them
All phases of city milk supply are illness.
I’d tell you I added a little butter to the
die.
covered.
Inspection of dairies, milk
mixture. I know of others who are using
Mrs. C. M. Perkins and
Mrs. Mary
I saw a row of new-made baby graves,
And distant aircraft slinking in the sky;
plants and other distributing centers Perkins spent last week in Edgecomh.
the recipe also, so see how quickly you
are made, samples of the products are
I saw the towns of desolated France,
became a helpful member, so come again.
called there by the serious illness of theii
The fruiting trees destroyed in seuscles hate;
taken and analysed, both chemically
Aunt Madge.
brothers.
Oh mother. Ibis 1 saw as in a trance.
and bacterlologlcaliy.
When necesword
Mrs. Elmer lx*ach has received
And others that my lips dare not relate
sary, help is given in the Installation
from her son Howard, who is in the army,
Oh. think if we had lived in Belgium then!
LAMOINE.
of laboratories and technique and in that be sniled
If France had been our home! Oh God on
Saturday last on the
Mrs. A. J. Gibson has opened her house
the Interpretation of the results of : steamer
George Washington for France
high!
for the season. Her daughter, Mrs. J. A.
chemical and bacterial analyses.
To picture you the toy of brutish man,
as librarian.
Our home destroyed, my loved ones left to Patriquin, aud little Caroline, are with
Woodlocke.
Special meetings may be held
May 12.
her.
die!
and
consumers
both
among
producers
I see, I see at last the reason why
John E. Hamm, foreman f«r fih K. of milk in order to arouse Interest In
NMl’IH CASTINK.
We must forget the little things of life,
Whitaker, has moved from the Eben King the local milk supply. Advice In framAnd dry our tears aud stifle every cry.
Wallace Conner is home from Lincoln.
house to the Meader house owned by Mr.
ing ordinances to cover dairy and milk
Whatever pain may issue from the strife. Whitaker.
Arthur P. Guilford is spending a few
conditions is also offered.
Why we must battle on, with ne'er a thought
days at borne.
Another landmark has gone in the burnAn important feature Is the milk
Frank 8. Wardwell has sold his house
ing of the Stilman King house Wednes- content work. In which specialists as.•Itmrrusmmr
day. It was occupied by Herbert Davis sist in instituting these contests and j here and moved to Castine.
and
wife.
The fire evidently caught
ni't as Judges In scoring the product to
Wardwell
has returned
Emma
Mr*.
around the chimney.
Most of the con- determine the relative standing of from a visit in Penobscot.
tents was saved. Mrs. Davis has gone to
These contests enmilk producers.
Mrs. Fannie Marshall, who has beei
Boston to break the news to her mother,
courage rivalry among dairymen and.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Alma Perkins
Mrs. King.
in consequence, tend to improve the has
gone to Hock land.
R. H.
is at the bottom of most
May 19.
milk supply of a city.
George Sweet, recently returned afte
ills.
half years’service in tb<
NORTH LAMOINE.
two and one

Eugene Stanley of McKinley, is doing
the farming here, as the only horse on the
island

PERUNA

,

luMife

regularly—and thei take it
It is a tcn!c-focd
themselves.
that contains elements as needful
to an adult as to a child. Build
up your strength—try Scotfs,

before

played

Brooks-

THE

mothers first

their children

| give

since

I heard faint echoes of the old home songs
And glimpsed your loving faces, one by one.
I knew yonr troubles— that I could not ease
I suffered at the worry in your heart;
I longed to rest my head upon your knees

NEWS
wife

and

overseas

(By J. W\)

CASTIN E.

Sargent

several months.

MOTHER.

of
do

Sound

COUNTY

been

who had

and advise all ailing
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comand I will guarantee they will
erive great benefit from it.”—Mrs.
Frank Fitzgerald. 25 N. 41st Street,
West Philadelphia, Pa.
There are thousands of women everywhere in Mrs. Fitzgerald’s condition,
suffering from nervousness, backache,
headaches, and other symptoms of a
It was_ ft
functional derangement.
grateful spirit for health restored which
fed her to write this fetter so that other
women may benefit from her experience
and find health as she has done.
For suggestions in regard toyour condition write LydiaE. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result of their
40 years experience is at your service.

W. G.

Many thoughtful

This poem was sent to Mrs. Addie Orcutt of East Sullivan by her son Lawrence

my uuubcwuibi
women to try

mi

“Helpful and Hopeful.’

Motto:

were worn

out.

■

TfivAJIffi

MINT MADUE".

The purposes of this column are aucclnc y
stated In the title and motto—It la for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, It Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

May be Overcome by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s

**

IfcfcmustmnitB

'^taUantum

fHutual Benefit Column.

—-

PLANT NOW

I

In your head

--■

■

!"■

—

is one safe rule to follow:—Never use any Medicine
treating a headache, there
mining acetanilid or similar coal-tar derivatives without the adThey may give temporary relief, but they
Tre of your physician.
the cause of t he trouble and are likely to weaken
'Lost never reach
(T
common form of headache, frequently called
most
The
the heart.
Jr
*
a disordered stomach, may be avoided
from
arising
bJadache.
of food. Shun pastry, candy and rich food,
A
care in the choice
food thoroughly and keep your bowels
take time to cat, chew your
one-half
to
one
of
F.”
“1..
tcaspoonful
L good condition by using
0
Atwood's Medicine after each meal. This old reliable remedy has
wJ
sixtv
Get
bottle
to
thousands
for
a
blessing
years.
been a [icrfcct
to-day. and prove it for yourself. Any dealer has it for fifty cents,
§
free sample on request. "L. F." .Medicine Co., Portland,
n,
pr we mail a
”
Maine.
In

The Flavor Lasts!

_

CASH from trash
Careful

One

|
Ole-

Housewife

:

|

covered.

additional investment of Liberty
Bond coupons Mrs. Parker secured in
one month $44 in Thrift and
War
the

Savings Stamps.

Because of
associations
an old
watch had been kept, but
now the
and what
country needs the gold,
would not be given over for personal
jjjtbrr
EMmund M. Parker at a re- | gain is to be offered upon the altar
b Mre.
of a country's need. When the youth
meeting of the Cambridge. Mass., < of the nation
of their
gave freely
for
Aid
Society
the
Special
branch of
| lives, it is a small thing, Mrs. Packer
beBesides
! 'ays, to give to that same cause artlAmerican Preparedness.
of the Speakers Bureau i oiea vrhich have outlived their usefuliw chairman
ness and are mere reminders of
Parker holds
days
(he special Aid. Mre.
that are past.
In the Savings Divioffice
same
the
It was In this
sion of New Ehtgland.
that she had secured
Some people object that Interest uplatter capacity
director of the
on Liberty Bonds does not
compound
up F L. Higginson.
Whit
itself. Why not invest the coupons
urfrien, and Mre. H Parker
of the Salvage Bureau
immediately in War Savings Stamps?
(^jion, director
organized for the
which has been
the
previous
SCHOOL “FOUR-MINUTE
ptr.i n. to address
of the Special Aid.
a
story as any
Qnite as thrilling
Burbank has to tell was told

gverything

gathered together

was

,nd then a "Salvage" card was put
Soon there was a
in the window
junkman, who
all trom »n excited
uid the Salvage Bureau told him he
junk with Thrift
was to pay for
Sumps whenewer he saw that sign.
He oHered thirty costs for sixty old
bottles: the zinc In an old ice box
ktwigbt ten cents. In all he left $1
worth of Thrift Stamps behind him
Encouraged Mrs Parker searched
ier bookcases, and harvested $11.75
A box of discarded and
Irom them.
broken .liver brought $10.58. and by
Chl'd**-n

Hiot

Richly.

»rr

Swt et Powder* f >r children
c -Ids iu -'*
hour*, reiirve tcvetinhnru. headache, utoinsch trouble*, teething
disoidrra, move and regulate the buweia.
lad dratroy wornia. They are no p easant to
unit her*
takecaUdreu like them. l'*e»l by
for over 3U year*.
All druggl*!*- Sample

Gray'*

Mother
break up

FfeEE

Addrts*. Mother

NY

Gray Co., I^e Rov,

idiifnigeiuiu

eh an icy

Uwym,

aim |

Broker*. MeMerchants Stricken.

Our old friend Kbeumatiz i* having bn
TMiu* I hi* year, and a few woida of
twiioti from one who knows all about it
ajaut be armsa.
"«r rubbers in
damp weather, ke< p
^rv’ *n<* ,vo‘d alroboltc drink*
>nu' or sciatica,
in*
3 you have
abarp twinge*, gnawing
**°^*'n J°*!
or muscle*, you can
r,d
#l1 ■Kw|Jr »n just a few
dir
oy taking
one
teaspocuful of

u***

.^!n.?r

RJ* ont*e
ir3**

i,AU,

a

day.

know

about
Kbeutna;
powerful; cbeap, yet
• 75 cent bottle will last a
long
Alexander’* Pharmacy will supply

JL

.vet

_

ridc*llhlbfr
°" #**

back>U

T T

undemanding
r**eurnatie

T T T

T

that it muni
or money

pain*
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When

th* Four-Minute Men

l appointed by
to

hoys of the High School of Commerce
in Boston took up the idea and became four-minute men to their class-

too:

!

Before

the

war

Americans

here's

They

l

meal-

not
seem
to
They did
the value of n reserve fund.
Today the large majority of the people
in this country are saving.
But they i
do not save enough. There may be
soon a reversal of the money situa- !
tion of America. Where there is
\
plenty now, there may be need, and |
Americans must store the wealth of
their nation for the future. To Invest
j
it is better than to hoard 1L
1
"War Savings Stamps have all the
I
backing of the Government—all that
guarantees the billions of dollars Invested In Liberty Bonds, safety. The
War Savings Stamps, costing less
than tour and a quarter dollars ut the
|
most, yield better than 4 per cent I
as tbe interest is compounded quarterly. and tbe principal is due la 1924.
Buy War Savings Stamps and help
your government while you help your- !
self”
j

j

know

j

T

T

T

"Some girls have money to burn and
always looking for some one to
strike a match
Instead of burning
the money, why not buy War Savings
There Is an affinity between
stamps
matches and thrift.
are

Mouth Decorations.
It is amazing how Ideas of benaty
vary with lutltude uud longitude. In
Japan, the professional beauty loves
to appear with golden teeth. In India
she prefers them stulned red, hut In
certain parts of Sumatra no lady who
respected herself wonld condescend to
have any front teeth at all. They are
removed the moment they uppear, and
strictly suppressed If they Hhould try

again.
T

T

T t

-f-t.-f—t-T-f-.T-T— f. 4
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no

are

food value in coffee

only accompaniments

or tea.

to the

i

ls

Part of the meal and a right royal
Part, as one well knows who enjoys a
’-st, fu’l-flavored cup of this snappy,

i

invigorating drink.

Vvliy do hundreds of thousands of
-Americans now drink Postum in pref-rcnco to coffee?

s,

.-'he

better health from
ia your home will tell.

a

10 days’ trial

COUNTY NEWS

CHICHESTER S PILLS

son.

Bond

Liberty

ings Stamps
for

and

Have

W.V-

Sav-

Hubbard.

May 19.
SOUTH

Them

|

the

Carrie Hinckley of Bluehill
guest of Miss Bertha Perkins

|

to

a

woman

long

a

large

earner,

sa-

and investor, "is that the thing
I be safe and sure, and this whether
the Investor bo a young woman whose
provision for the future need not Ik
unduly hurried, or an older woman,
open to the temptation of attempting ‘get rich quick- methods. Here
is my advice to women: 'For the
small weekly or monthly savings, the
Savings Stamps, so
Thrift or War
easy to obtain: for the larger sum to
be saved, the sterling Liberty bond’.”
ver

Join

y

at

15c and 25c.

.l-l-l

1 1-H-

a

I ^_j>0LD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Parker’s""""

▲ toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color end
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
60c. and SLOP at l>rugglata.

Newell Roberts died Wednesday morning, May 14, after a short illness, at ttn
age of 78 years. The funeral service wai

End Your BUNION PAIN

Tonight!

HERE IS GOOD NEWS

FAIRYFOCT gives Instant bunion relief. It takes cut the swelling
tne lump. No appliances or ugly pads to wear—no
F'COT soothes, absorbs and brings your
operation. FAIRY
foot back to ts
^ normal size ana shape. W ear your
shoes
walk as much as you want—
re^guiar
FAiRYFCOT will
make you lerget your misery.
Over 72,000 people in ^ /v the last six montns got rid
of the:r bunions by using
FAIRY F 001'
Why
A1/
don t you try it toe? it will ccst
w,
-»you nothing .t it does

anc removes

are

necessarily approximate,

as

—

net

Think in Interest—Save

We guarantee it.

ALEXANDER’S

We

PH \HMACY.

nave

a FAIRY FOOT

y

Ellsworth,

Me.

ac-

curate
compilations even for the
larger powers are not up to date and
no accurate figures for some of the
Fig
smaller nations are available.
not Include any
ures for Russia do
expenditure after January 1, ISIS.
Total expended, excluding loans
Great Britain, $37,100,900,000; France
$27,000,000,000: United States (paid
out), $18,4*1.000,000: Russia, $18,000,000.000: Italy, $10,000,000,000; Serbia
$8,000,000,000; Japan and Greece, $1,Entente
and
Total.
000,000.000

War Savings Society This Week

satisfy.

remedy tor every foot trouble.

The city boarder reaching town
Was heard to say to Jabez Brown:
“A higher rate of board I’ll pay
For Town Talk biscuits every day.”

Milled

on

Honor—Ideal for

Every Baking

!_

economical.

Iasi

HAIR BALSAM

them, ever since, except
Government securities
to pay taxes.
I would have been much better, for
! their returns are positive.
Until recently, such safe, sure and
Benjamin Franklin said: “Waste
profitable investments as Liberty neither time nor* money, but make
bonds and War Savings stamps have the best use of both."
; not been possible, either to men ot
Women, however, have beet
women.
quick to seize upon the promising ESTIMATED WAR
EXPENDITURES
; possibilities of such income-bearing
j investments, and many a woman now
Statisticians of the War Depan
I buys Thrift Stamps instead of candy,
ment have undertaken to compute the
flowers and the like.
"The prime necessity,” according total cost of the war, but all figures

i

was

week.

with

ing

DIAMOND ItKAND FILLS,
*6
years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable

PENOBSCOT.

Mrs.

Women had never been seloush
considered as investors, until the *«
began and this country became in
This was
volved.
partly becausi
they did not earn money as they
have since the boys went oversea'
and to camps, but more for lack o
opportunity to Invest small savings
For Instance, one woman Invested he
ontire savings In two vacant lots
She has done nothsome years ago.

i

Dmgglat- ~Ask’fnr CIYI-CII'EM/T EM

Done

If It Is s pleasure to cHp the coupons United States, $119,581,000,000
The amounts loaned to allies art
from your Liberty bonds, how much
i more satisfying It would be to roln- not given, because already included
vest them In War Savingi Stamps and In the expenditure of countries receiv
! compound the Interest.
lng the loan.

just like coffee (15
boiling begins), is a bevrich, delicious flavor, and

Two sizes, usually sold

-L_

1

is boiled
postum
minutes after
erage of

By Jennie Glover Brown.

On Commonwealth avenue, In Bos
The traditional thr-lf* of the French ton, stands a statue of the man wh-j
peasant Is
practised under arduous launched the first Liberty Loan for th*
Independence of the United Colonic
conditions.
wMth
never
Most of the population of France of America, in 1775.
Is rural and agricultural.
The re- thought of interest on the investment
turns from the sale of their produce or even a promissory' note for security
In the harbor of Marblehead, Mas
are carefully stowed away In "stocking” savings as the crops are dis- merchant vessels were quipped for wa
posed of. When enough has been ac- by the same man. at his own expens
cumulated, it la Invested in bonds and thus the American Navy was berecommended by the banks, which gun.
Not satisfied with this. John Glove
have the most complete confidence
raised a regiment of sturdy fishermen
of the people.
every private, officer and musician, exThe popular denomination of bond
cept • ight, being a native of Marble
in France is 500 francs (about $100)
although some Issues are a3 low a- head. These men, accustomed to hart:
t
100 and 250 francs, ($20 and $u0). At .<hlpF, were contemptuously referred
by the British as “Glover's Amphibiou
no time have the French people had
alone were r.
available an investment security o' Regiment,” but they
ble for the safety of Washing
the nature of the American War Sav- spon
105
ton’s Array
In
that hazardous tri
mgs Stamps, guaranteed by their govacross the Delaware.
ernment and paying more than foilThese two important measures wer
at the Baptist church Friday, Rev. C. A.
per cent Interest compounded quarmost momentous to Washington durin
Nevertheless the French peoSmith officiating.
terly.
the Revolution.
he
War
of
ple have Invested vast sums in the
Guy Roberts of Providence, R. I., and
Glover, at the beginning of the
their
SEAWALL.
recommended
securities
by
Fred Roberts of Portland are in town,
tniggle had been a wealthy sea mer
When the war came these
banks.
L. W. Dolliver and wife are home,
called here by the death of their father.
chant., but he returned to his home an
great investments were available fo
L.
May 19.
"amily with no money, no business i Joseph Robinson is home for a short
transfer Into government war bond
and was obliged to cobble shoes fiv I vacation.
and the earlier French loans wen
his living.
Herbert Newman visited his sister,
Daily Thought.
largely purchased by turning in thes>
His worldly possessions gone, what Alma Spurling, last week.
We often do more good by our symsecurities for exchange.
bad General Glover left? Only a courv
Mrs. William Hunker of Calai9 has been
pathy than by our labors.—Canon Fax*
If the American people will con
try! That country is today the legacy visiting her sister, Med a Brown.
rar.
tinue to see the great advantages of
of every man. woman, and child who
and
Thrif'
War
Stamps
Savings
Dudley Dolliver has moved back home
inde
as
free
and
it
to
keep
helps
When t or ns and Bunions Ache.
Stamps, American thrift will rival indent as John Glover helped to make from Southwest Harbor. Mrs. La Count
Do as the soldiers do! Shake into your
will occupy a pa : of Alton Newman’s
The American save
French thrift.
shoes
each morning some Allen’s Foot-Ease,
we
ourselves
shall
t.
How
prove
house this summer.
the antiseptic powder that makes tight shoes
can buy an Interest-beating govern
•**orthv heirs to such an inheritance?
feel easy and give*' rest and comfort to tired
19.
T.
E. D.
May
ment
security when his saving; ""here is only one way: Carry on! Bv
aching, swollen, tender feet. Always use it
to break in new shoes.
The
amount to little more than $4.
crchasing Thrift and War Savings
PATR1DGE COVE.
Frenchman must wait until he ha.
Stamps we may help with our money
Mears
was
at
home
a
few
A.
H.
days
aftiimietm.mi*.
accumulated at least five times tha
though unlike John Glover, we will
amount before his money can begin have the safest security in the whole last week.
to earn interest.
Henry Bartlett is ill of bronchitis.
world, the guarantee of the United
Mrs. Esther Kingsbury is quite ill a
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
States Government.
A
;
the home of her sister, Mrs. C. A. Thomp
WOMEN AS INVESTORS
What

j

j

TELE STORY OF THE FIRST
LIBERTY LOAN

_

v

{

X

;

i

lPCSTUM CEREAL!

y

|

i

?

V

were

wasters.

J A Real Part of the Meal ?

v

;

mates.
Thrift proved a subject directly in
line with the policies of the school,
j
and did much to increase investment
in War Savings Stamps. Some of the
arguments presented by these future
financiers are good tor
grown-ups I

! is Your Table Drink

j

Under Normal Condition there I* no
Readily Available Investment for
Small 8avinga.

deliver speeches on subjects connected with the war, the
ernment

I

'i
;
|
£

THRIFT IN FRANCE

were

the United States Gov-

j

More Rheumatism
Than Ever Before
Clergymen,

The Little Acorn Will Grow Into the Sturdy Oak Which Will Furnieh
Plank* tor Building the Future.

MEN”

ueetjig

a good house.Vow Mrs Parker Is
she listened to those
IKper. but after
she went home and set
|T0 speakers
Old newspapers and a lot
,o work.
In one of which
of paile board boxes.
of old calling cards
w«i » collection
sited from the days before there was
and magazines too
I social Register,
were her
Old to be given to anybody,
In the basement were
Irel finds."
baxrs of rusty nails, several handchains,
padlocks
MUj. old bicycle
»nd keys that fitted nothing.

|

wm

i
1

f

u

1
I

S
X

|

BOYS’ CONFKRKNCK.

£Ik (Ellsworth American

Big Gathering at I>eer Isle and StonIngton.
Tbe Hancock county boys’ conference
held at Deer Isle and Stonington was the
largest yet held. In all, 141 delegates and

PUBl ISMKD

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
ST

ELLSWORH. MAINE

speakers

BY THI

W. H. Titus, Editor and Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)

APPLICATION.

correspondent this week suggests
anti-gossip league for Ellsworth.

A

is needed?

one

Horton, of

j

j

throat,
Mrs.

one

hand and

Page hastened

arm

conference at

Soldiers and sailors of the late war are
invited to the post and relief

cordially

corps dinner at the Q. A. R. hall at noon
Memorial day, and afterwards to act as
escort for the veterans in the march to the

to him and

Capt. Fred

Merchant

was

Chester

Boynton

has

gone to Waterville

to work.

was won by the Deer
The union Memorial service for
the
boys, who will now bold the county post will be held in the Congregational
Deer Isle bad church June 1.
Miss Walkley will give
cup for the coming year.
Southwest the address and Mr. Trafton will conduct
seventeen points in the meet.
Harbor was second, with fifteen points,
the opening service.

The athletic meet

j

Join the Anti-Gossip Club.
Ellsworth, May 19,1919.
To the Editor of The American:

picnic

a

dinner and

play on the sand beach Arbor
day. Their teacher, Mrs. Emma Joy,
chaperoned them.
Arbor day was clean-up day in the

The people of Northfield, Mass., have
organized an anti-gossip league, and it is village
cemetery. Men and women spent
proposed to make it national in scope. It a good part of the
day in clearing up the
has no constitution, no by-laws, officers
and
made a great improvement.
yard,
or dues, its members merely organizing
Individual work and painting the fence
for the purpose of stamping out gossip.
will follow. A picnic dinner was served

Isn’t Ellsworth in need of a little misat Eddie Cole’s. Mrs. George W. Allen
sionary work of this kind? “They say” and L. B.
Hutchings sent generous conhas rained many a spotless character, and |
tributions for tbe work.
the object of this note to The American
is that the word may be
our efforts to

spread, that we
give every man,
woman and child, and the stranger within
our gates, a square deal for

RECEPTION TO SOLDIERS.

unite in

Wednesday the

was

tastefully

colors

Ellsworth

seated
After

decorated

the

ana
on

the

his

guests

in

the national

of

honor

were

stage.

bruce

W. F.

Pomona.

Mountain

dinner

a

reception to returned soldier boys.
The dinner was at 6.30, to the soldiers and
sailors, with their parents, wives and
ladies. A
reception followed. The hall

He who steals my purse, steals trash. But
he who taketh away my good uame taketh
that which enriches him not and leaves me
poor indeed.

Green

citizens gave

and

was

words

master of ceremonies.
of

Private

welcome,

Following is the program for the meet
Calvin Stinson responded for the soldiers.
ing of Green Mountain Pomona with Next followed the roll-call for the men
CushmaD grange, Gouldsboro, May 28:
represented by the stars on the comMusic,
Business,

munity

Address of welcome,
Members of Host Grange
H. O. Johnson, East Sullivan

Response,

to

telegrams

were

to

be

flag,

service

answering

their
read

employed

(Juy Whitten,

Conferring degree of Pomona
Topic. “Renovation of Clothing.”

Bunker’s orchestra

classical

M188 ^erberta

the

Penley

OTIS.
Bert Leach of North Castine, with
baby daughter, is visiting her mother
Grindle’s company the past week
her cousin Grace Prescott of South
Brewer and Miss Grindle of Bar Harbor
Carrie

Lieut.

Waterville.

for

the

music

ball

at

which

Ralph Kingsley

spoke interestingly of his services overseas.
After the singing of America, the
guests of honor formed
greeted by all preseut.

and

and

wife, who have sold
their farm here and bought a home in
Ellsworth, are moving this week. All regret to have them leave. Mrs. Brawn has
be2n a life-long resident here and will be
greatly missed.

in line and

May 19.

were

C.
WALTHAM.

daughter was born to Mr.
Forrest Rankins, May 16.
A

Bion

whose

B.

Mrs. B. V.

grandfather has given her the Johnson
homestead, is now in possession with her
Mr. Salisbury
father, George Johnson.
and their daughter, Miss Dorothy, will
come

in
furnished

for the army and Lieut.

were

Brewer,

institute,

reception and

and

was the speaker of
the evening.
Lieut.
Commander Warren Sbaw spoke for the
navy, Capt. Philip Woeod of Bar Harbor

here.

of

Castilie,

instructor in Coburn

responded for the only gold star in
presenting the picture to the village in
behalf of the father, J. Everett Pike of
Rochester, N. H.
Hon. Charles H. Wood of Bar Harbor

Mrs.

Henry Salisbury

in
an

As Lawrence Pike’s name was called,
all eyes were on his picture, which hung
at the head of the hall, and Mr. Bruce

small farm make more money than the
farmer of fifty years ago?”—Geo Davis,
Geo. B. Bridges, FredE. Millikeu

Mrs.

two
able

followed.

Topic, “Marketing,”!
County Agent G. N. Worden
Question, “Can the average man on a

Bangor.
Henry Brawn

present

present—Private John Workman,

Roll call of granges
Recess for dinner
Music

now

those

names, and
from two not

and

Mrs.

Jordan is visiting his sister,
Grant, at Eden.

Austin
Giles
has
in
employment
Morang’s garage at Ellsworth.
Clara B. Googins of Lamoine is at Mrs.
Charles Martin’s and attending school

later.

Beech Hill iake received another con- here.
signment of 25,000 salmon from Green
A Sunday school was organized here
iake last week.
Many from the larger May 18, with Miss Isabelle A. Jordan
cities who were guests in Bangor, came
superintendent.
with friends to the lake last week and
There were services at the church
May
caught some beauties. All were enthusi- 18. There will be memorial
services May
astic over this resort.
25.
Miss Isabelle A. Jordan will give the

j

William R. Carr of East

Eddington,

a

former Otis boy who recently received his

discharge

from

service,

was

here

a

few

days last week.

He enlisted in the marine corps at Boston in 1915.
Maurice
Black of Baugur, who has been across and
received
his
lately
discharge, was also in
town last week.
May 19.

Davis.

address.

8EAL
E.

L.

HARBOR.

Dodge

is

in

May

19, was much enjoyed. Eleven soldier
boys were honored, some from other
towns, with L*on Googins, Newell U.
Hardison and Ivory Kemp from this tows
May 20._
^
J. F. Dolan has bad

Boston

on

children

of

business.
wife two

Bangor spent the week-end here.
Miss Iva Grindal of Bar Harbor is
with her sister, Mrs. Herman Blai^dell.
Work is

progressing rapidly

on

the

Neighborhood hall, which is being rebuilt
after the fire last winter.
p.
May 19.
BAR
The

a

telephone installed

in his house.
Miss Winifred Rice of this

Perry Billings,

HARBOR.

engagement of Miss Christina Aus-

tin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Austin of Bar Harbor, to James Marceyes, has
been announced.

Queer.
Said the facetious feller: MA couple
dull kids will make any woman look
•mart—If they’re on her feet.”

schools of U. S. Shipping Board

APPLY AT

SCHOOL, OR STREET FLOOR, CUSTOM HOUSE. BOSTON, MASS.

Here’s

a

Real Home and

Leonard
married

village and
Anthony of Winter Harbor were
May 3. They will reside at Win-

ter Harbor.

May 18.C.

$100

Reward, $100

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn lhatthere is at least one dreaded disease
that scieuce has been able to care in all its
staaes and that is catarrh. Catarrh being
greatly influenced by constitutional conditions requires constitutional
treatment.
Hall's
Catarrh
Medicine is taken
in
lernally and acts through (he blood on the
mucous surfaces
ol
ihe system thereby
destroying the foundation of tne disease, giving the patient strength by buiiding up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. Theiproprietors have so much faith
in tne curative powers of Hail's Catarrh
Medicine that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that ft fails to care. Bend for list
of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo,
Ohio. Bold by all Druggists, 75c.

a

Real Bargain

It cost <10,000 to build. The owner will let It go for <8.500. It's
perhaps the cholceit
real estate bargain In Hancock County. Situated on crest of hill In
Slonington
Dear Isle, Maine. Fine view of Mt. Desert and Bine Hills. 10,000 feet of land
in estate.
House conUlns 8 rooms, bath, hardwood floor and hot water heater.
There,,
also an Icehouse, shed, stable and summer house. A
big sacrifice for a quick sale
Address st once

CHARLES A. ISENBECK
35 Milk

Street,

...

-=:~"

""
—...

Boston, Mass.

I

-..=r

To all

persona Interested tn either of th«
tste#

irgal hotter*

hereinafter named:
At a probate court held st Ellsworth, m sm
NOTICE or FOKKCLOSUKK.
for the
county of Hancock, on
th#
sixth day of May. in the year of
Samuel J. Morrison, of Ells- j
our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and nineworth, Hancock county, Maine, by his
teen.
deed
dated
mortgage
April 28. 1908. and recorded in the registry of deeds tor Hancock
following matters having been precounty, Maine, book 430, page 212, conveyed
sented for the action thereupon hereinto the
Hancock County Savings Hank, a after
it Is hereby ordered:
indicated,
Thst
Maine corporation having an established
notice thereof be given to all person interplace of business ic Ellsworth, aforesaid, two ested, by causing a
of this order to be
copy
certain lots or parcels of land with tbe buildpublished three weeks successively in the
ings thereon situated in Ellsworth aforesaid Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published
and respectively hounded and described as at
Ellsworth, in said conoty, that they may
follows, to wit:
appear at s probate court to be held at Ells“1st lot.
Beginning on tbe west side worth,
on
the third day
ot
June
%
of tbe
Road leading
from
Ells- d. 1919. at ten of the clock in the
County
forenoon,
worth
to
Mariaville
at
the northeast and be heard thereon If
they tee cause.
little.
Price corner of store lot formerly of Thomas Robincarriage, used but
Edwin F. Hamilton, late of Barry, in said
docks and wife of Seattle, Wash., and
reasonable. Inquire at 37 Bbal Avb.. son. now owned by Cbaa. C. Burn 11. and occudeceased. A certain instrument pur
Ellsworth.
Miss Mary Ober of Brookline, Mass.
by K. H. Aiken; thence weal on the uorth county,
ine of said store lot to tbe river; thence portiigtobe the laat will and testament of
said
deceased,
togetner with petition for prothe
river to land formerly owned
Mountain Rebekah lodge entertained
aud lot in Ellsworth. Very reason- northerly by
bate and for the appointment of the execu or
by Seth Tisdale. and now owned by Morrison
able terms. Harry L. Crabtrrk.
without giving bond, presented by James F
the vice-president, Mrs. Inez Crosby of
and Joy; thence easterly on said Morrison and
Joy s line to land of Davis snd Smith (Store Csrey. the executor therein named.
Camden, and the lodges from Ellsworth,
Lot); thence on their line easterly to the road
Joseph E. Houston, late of Bucksport. io
Cfianttb.
Brooksville and Brooklin, Friday evening,
said county, deceased
aforesaid; thence southerly by said road to
A certain instrument
tne place of beginning.
Across the front of
160 visitors being present.
purporting to be the last will and testament
Supper was
IRL to assist in housework; no cooking said lot is a private way laid out to Col. John of said deceased, together with petition for
served. Nokomis lodge of Ellsworth con- f
X to do. Mas. J. A. Kbrrch, 00 Birch Black aud across tbe rear of the lot another probate thereof and for the appointment of
ferred the degree upon five candidates at are.. Ellsworth.
private way laid out both of which are hereby the executrix without giving bond, presented
reserved or tbe right in the aame are not inby Busan A. Houston, the executrix therein
the town hall.
Mrs. Frank Mason weltended to be conveyed hut to remain to
named.
nuitL ntLr
nanitu
those having legal right thereto.
comed
the
Leslie C. Smith, late of Bucksport, in said
lodges, and Mrs.
Harry
“2nd lot. Beginning in the wea; line of a
deceased. A certain instrument pur
Bridges of Brooklin made the response. fTA WOMEN and girls wanted for best right of way ad)o!i ing the west line of tbe couuty,
porting to be the last will and testament of
around hotels in Maine; 2ft Tisdale
•XV/
year
store lot running parallel wi h the
After work, refreshments were served waitresses, fine
said deceased, togetner with petition for protip hotels; also chamber,
west tine of the Tisdale store and in the
bale
thereof and for the appointment of the
and dancing was enjoyed.
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women, south
line of road leading to tbe Mllllkm rxrcutnx without
giving bond, presented by
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and mill; thence
southerly iu raid west line of Carrie M. -Smith. tLe executrix therein
buss boys, second
named.
S.
ana
third cooks for said
May 19.
of
to the
right
Jordan
way
Hylvanu*
hotel positions, Apply always to Maikr HoAgnes V’. Kane, late of Borrento. In said
store lot: thence westerly in the north Jin*- ol
rn
Aukncy, new quarters, 90 Main street, s*id Jordan lot to
deceased.
A
certain
couuty,
lusirumeut pur
Union river; thence followstntu.
Established
IT
300 girls
Bangor.
years
ing said river northerly to a bolt in the ledge port ng to be the last wilt *nd testament of
wanted for best summer hotels.
Inclose
said deceased, together with petition for pronear low water mark one rod north of the
OB1TUABY.
bate thereof and for *be appointment of the
stamp for reply. Few high grade housework north side of the store house; thence north
without giving hood, presented byThe death of David Green Means of Sorry places.
eighty and one-fourth degrees e-sk parallel executor
with the uorth side of said Siore house and ; Leon A. Thompson, the exe utor therein
on
named.
May 14 reminds one of the promise
one rod <1 is ant therefrom to the south side ol
made to the
Charles E. Johnson, late of Dedham, in said
said Mill load; t ence easterly in said south
righteous in the book
aide of said Mill road to the place of begin- ! Couuty, deceased. A certain instrument pur
of Job: “Thou shalt come to thy grave in
nidg together with tbe store house above porting to be ihe last will and teswament of
To all persons interested in either of the esa full age, like as a shock of corn cometh
mentioned
standing thereon
tates hereinafter named.
containing 1 said dece*s**d, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment oj the
iweotv
rota
more
r.r
square
less;” and
in its season.” He had lived to the reAt a probate court held at Ellsworth, is and
whereat *aid II »DC-*rk COun*y Havings Bank executrix within giving n nd. presented bymarkable 'ige of eighty-seven years.
for the county of Hancock, on the twentieth
instrumeui
dated
Mary J. Job..son, the Cxt-Cdirtx therein
and
reby
.vugu-u li, 1914,
day of May in the year of our Lord corded in said registry in book 80J, page ’,87. named.
In his younger days he went to sea, ;
one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen assigned said mortgage, together with tbe
K»te McDonald, late of Ellsworth, in said
and by adjournment from the thirteenth note debt, and claim
but later retired to tne farm, w here he
thereby secured and all j county, deceased, A certain instrument
its right, title and interest by virtue of said
day of May, 1919 term.
to be the
last win and testament
purporting
the
of
remainder
bis
His
spent
days.
mortgage in sod to the real t*s ale Herein of salt) dec as. d, together wt h
petition for
following matters having been pre
first wife was Mias Naomi Green of Burry.
described to John O Whitney, «■!
«id r.iU
pro ate thereof and for the appointment of
X Rented for the action thereupon herein- worth, and whe-eas. sa
d Jonu O. V. miuey is
K. Carney, as
To this union were born two children, af.er indicated, it is hereby ordered: That now
administratrix with
deceased ami we, the unoerslgi.ed. are the will »ud x d.
presented
by Came
who died in infancy. His second wife notice thereof be given to all persou* interhis duly appointed and qualified admin•
h
arney. heir and deviate, no execuior
ested. by causiug a copy of this order to be
istrators; and whereas the coi>d tion of said
w as Mrs. Lliza
being naimd in said wilt.
three weeks successively in the
Young of Ellsworth who
mortgage has been broken; now, therefore,
Colburn H. Higgins, late of Bar Harbor, iu
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
survives him.
by reason of th* breach of the condtti n said
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
county, deceased. Petition that Bldora
thereof we.
the undersigned, as such ad
Higgins or some other suitable p-raou be
Mr. Means had an amiable disposition, appear at a probate court to be held at Ells- ministrators, claim a foreclosure of said
worth on the tenth day
of June. a. d.
administrator of the estate of
sppomted
mortgage.
and his whole life had been one of marked
taid < eceaned, without bond, presented by
1919. at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
Martin H. Haynes,
**id Eidora a.
Higgins, widow of said deintegrity. He bad the love and esteem of and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Marry W. Haynes.
based.
Administrators estate of
Benjamin Oathercole. late of Colebrook.
all who knew him. He was lovingly cared
New Hampshire, deceased. Petition flied by
Thomas Furbish, au
Jobu O. Whitney.
insane person of
for by
his two step-daughters— Mrs. Isabel Young, Nellie Young and Elizabeth
Ellsworth. Maine. April 28. lJiy
Bucksport. iu said couuty. Fifth account
jt
Wiley C. Con ry. guardian, filed for
Emma Dyer of Bar Harbor and Mrs. Effie Young, executors, that lue amount of the inheritance tax on said estate be determined by
lettlrmenl.
NOTICK or KOKKCLOaCKK.
Kicker of Lynn, Mass.
the judge of probate.
Meieu Huillvan. isle of Asolo,
Itslv. deAS Herbert W. Joyce and Durllla
W’’’HERR
The funeral services were held at the Witness. BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of
?easeu. Second
account
H.
of
Robert
if
Joyce, both of Swan’s Island, county
said Court, at Ellsworth this twentieth of
iardtner and
Tbotnas
executors,
Haul,
Hancock. Slate of Maine, by ibetr mort- !
home. Rev. W. H. Rice of Lamoine officiat(lied for settlement.
day of May in the year of our Lord one gag© deed dated July 26, 1906, and
recorded]
thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
ing. One brother survives him, Nehein the registry of deeds for the county of HanLlewellyn C. Roberts, Iste of Brooksville. in
laid county, deceased. F.rst account of M
raiah Means of Ellsworth, who, though
cock, in book 42S, page M. conveyed In mort
Roy C. Ha inks. Register.
A true copy.
to Cnarles C. Burriii.Hats of Ellsworth. ! D. Ohatlo, administrator
gage
tie 6ouia non filed
in the ninety-fifth year of his age, was
in said
Attest: —Roy C. Haisss, Register.
county, all my real estate and all I for settlement.
right, title and interest in and to any and all ;
present at the funeral.
F.
Agnes
Danlco, late of Ellsworth. Id said
real estate now owned r>y us or either of us !
pejsifu* luirrrBm 10 rimer oi ioi es:ounty, deceased. Second snd final account
SPEC.
May 19.
situated in tne county of Hancock either
tates hereinafter named:
it Alice H. Scott, administratrix, filed tor
under recorded or unrecorded deeds or how
settlement.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
for theconniy of Hancock, on the thirteenth ever the same may be aitnated either in law
Arthur L Farnbam. a minor of Penobscot,
or In
and all our rights privilege* and
equity
of
in
the
of
our
Lord easements
day
in avid
May.
year
Linus
Gardiner Hatch is at home from Boston
county. Fourth acc« unt of
in. over and upon all real estate In
one thousand
nin* hundred and nineteen !
E. Gibbs, guardian, filed for settlement.
the
said
of
Haucock; and whereas the
ill of lung disease.
county
and by adjournment from the sixth day of
said Charles C. Burriii died testate, and 1
Charles H. Veazie. late of ('saline, In said
said May, a o. 1919 term of said court.
whereas the last will and testament of said | :ounty, deceased. First snd final account of
Bluehill parties have purchased considfo’lowing matters haring oeen pre- ! Charles C. Burrll. has been duly proved and Vfsrion Hatch Butler, administratrix, filed
erable hay in this vicinity.
senied for the action thereupon herein
A
or settlement.
allowed by the probate court within and for
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
That said couuty of Haocock. State of Maine: and
Vests 8. Clement, lats of Mount Desert, in
Ferle Blodgett and family and
Aura Dotice thereof be given to a 1 persons inter- whereas I. the
have been
;
undersigned,
laid
duly
;
deceased. First and final ac1
Blodgett of Gardiner are visiting Homer ested. by causing a copy of this order u> be appointed administ ratrix «fe bonis non with countcounty
of Leroy 8. Clement, admluiatrater,
three weeks successively in the will auuexsd of the estate of said Charles C.
published
tiled for aettlement.
Lowell and wife. They will go from here
Ellswoith American, a newspap>
published Burriii by said probate court, and whereas
George W. Patten, late of Ellaworth. in aaid
at Ellsworth, tu said county, that they may
to Belfast where they will reside.
, the coudittons of said mortgage nave been
Final account of Linnie
:ountj, deceased.
appear at a probate court to be held at Ells- and slili remain broken, now, therefore, by
J Patten, administratrix, filed for settleThe weather has been so cold and backworth. on
the third day
of June. a. d.
reason of the said breach of the said con
ment.
1919. at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and 1 ditions of said mortgage, 1, the undersigned,
ward that farmers have done little
Myer Freedman, late of Cresson. county of
plant- be heard thereon if they see cause.
administratrix da bonis non with will an
['ambria. state ot Pennsylvania, deceased
ing. Grass is looking quite well, but a
Eugene Hale, late or Ellsworth, in said j nexed of the estate of aid ( baxlesC. Burriii Petition for license to collect snd receive cer
county, de-ea ed. Petit iou filed by Clarence as afoiesud claim a fotecioaure of said mortlain personal property ai B»r Harbor, in said
large crop is not expected.
Hale and Frederick Hale, executors of the i gage and give this notice for that pur.ose.
Hancock county, belonging to the estate of
Travel by automobile is surely increas- last will and testament of said deceased, that
8ahah Buhbill T* iky.
mid deceased,
presented by Mrs. Louis
Administratrix de bonia non with w 11 anthe amount of the inheritance tax on
said
] nexed of the
Katovsky of Pniladelphis, state of Pennsyling, but we have noticed more travel with estate be determined
of
estate
Charles O. Burriii.
vania. execut* ix of the last will and Ustament
by the judge of proteams during the spring than usual.
By D- E. Hurley, her attorney.
Are bate.
it said deceased.
Ellsworth. May 13,1914.
we gradually
H. C. Austin & Co., of Ellsworth, in said
coming back to the older,
Llewellyn C. Roberts, late of Brooksville. in
h irat aud final account of Harry C.
county,
»aid county deceased. Petition filed by Mel
slower and surer method of travel.
NOTICE or rOKKCLOMITKE.
Austin, iu:viviug partner, filed f
settleon.
vin D. Cbatto, administrator tie bonm
ment.
Everard H. Greely. of Eden,
for license to sell certain real estate of said
There will be little*if
\IT’HK.liEAS
any decrease in
Witness BERTRAND E
f?
deceased, situated in Laid Brooksville, ami
CLARK. Judge of
by his mor>gage deed date.) December
taxes this year, and this town is in the
said. Court at Ellsworth. ttii» thirteenth 6, 1907, recorded the same day in book 445, more fully described in said petition.
Iron rank of heavily tax-burdened to vns.
day of May. in the year of our lx>rd page 148 of the Hancock count*. Maine, regWiLiam F. Dreer. late of Radnor, Peunsvl
one thouaand nine hundred aud uiueteen.
istry of deeds, conveyed to me the uuder
vauia, decease i. Petition filed by Anna W.
Still it has gone over the
top in the
signed, with other real estate, a parcel of land
D»eer aud Herbert G. Tull, executors of the
Roy C. Haines, Register.
Ellsworth
in
in
said
victory loan, and several times over in
described
as
county,
A true copy.
last will snd testameutof said deceased, that
follows in said mortgage, viz: “Also auotber
[be amount of the inheritance tax on
tlHf
^itest:
Roy C. Haines. Register.
former loans.
niece ol property sl utted on Franklin street
estate of said deceased be determine** by the
in
of
said
known
as
May 18.
city
the
Ellsworth,
H.
NT ATE OF
of Probate.
Peggy
MAINE.
Judge
Turn©, lot. being the same lot conveyea by
Hancock as—At a probate court held at A. F. Buruham. executor of Eliza
Cecil H. Hodson, late of Bar Harbor, in
Turn©., to said
deceased.
Petition that Maud
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, Mouroe Young and Everard H.
Greely dated Ed a county,
on
the sixth day of May, in the year
Haskell or some other suitable person be
Mrs. Lina has returned to this place of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
May 27, 1878, recorded in Hancock county
and registry of deed, volume 161. page 472. to appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Msud Eds Hsskell.
after spending the winter in another state nineteen.
which deed and record thereof express referCERTAIN instrument purporting to be
the mother of said deceased.
ence is made for a more particular
descrip
a copy
of the last will and testament
Hillcresl market is open for the season.
lion;" and where** the condition of said
John R Grindle, late of Bluehill, in said
of
baa
been
broken, now, therefore, ».y
mortgage
D. G. Hall and family spent the winter
county, deceased. A certain instrument purDAVID JAMES KING, late of NEW YORK, reason of the breach thereof 1 claim a foreto db the last will and testament of
porting
at Bridgeport, Conn.
closure of said mortg ge.
said deceased, together with petition for pro
in the county of NEW YORK, and state
bate thereof and for the appointueut of the
Cabbib E. Bakbb.
Misses Rachel and Margaret Manchester
of NEW YORK,
Ellsworth. Maine, May 16. 1919.
executor without giving bond, presented by
came from Bangor to
spend the week end deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
Lycurgus 8. Griuaie, the executor therein
state of New York, duly authenticated, havnamed.
with their parents.
STATE or MAINE.
ing beei£ presented to the judge of probate
Joaepb H Johnson, late of Bluehill, in said
The county teachers’ convention will for our said county of Hancock for the pur- Hancock sa—Clerk’s office, Supreme Judicial
county, deceased. Petition that Lillie Aj
of
filed
pose
and recorded In
being allowed,
be held in Northeast
Jobnsou or some other suitable person be
Court, May 20, a. d. 1919.
Harbor on Friday the probate court of oar said
county of Hanappointed administratrix <ie bonis non with
and Saturday.
It ia expected there will ! ceck.
following s the disposition of each the will annexed of the estate of said deceased,
case and indictment for viobe a large attendance.
j
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
without giving bond, presented by Lillie Aappealed
|
all persons interested therein, by
lation of the laws regulating the use and sale
Johnson, s legatee. TLe executor named iu
publishing of
Mr. Dnaw of Pangor theological semi- a copy of this order three weeks successively
intoxicating liquors made at the April term said will baving died without having fully
in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper a. d 1919, published in accordance with the
administered said estate.
nary occupied the Union church pulpit
I rimed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han- provisions of chapter 127. section 63 of the
Joseph Boyd Robertson, late of Franklin,
Sunday morning and evening. The service cock, prio* to the third day of June, a. revised statutes of Maine.
in aaid county, deceased
Petition filed by
d. 1919. that they may appear at a
probate
next Sunday night will be in
Marcia Robertson, administratrix, for
Stste of Maine vs. Walter Mehan.
One Vara
charge of court then to be be d at Bil-worth, in and for
license to sell certain real estate of said
Indictment filed.
ike Christian Endeavor
said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the case
society.
deceased, situated in that part of said
forenoon, and show cause, if auy they have
State of Maine vs. Harold Warren.
known as West Franklin, and
One Franklin
May 19.
1919.
against the same
case.
Indictment filed.
more fully described in said petiticn.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judg? of Probate.
W.
Joseph
State of Maine vs. Charles A. Weaver.
Woodward, a person of unsound
Ten
A true copy.
mind of Penobscot, in said county. Petition
ORLAND.
caaes.
Indictments filed.
Attest—Roy C. Haines, Register.
filed by Albert P. Leach,
guardian, for
E. L. Narbis, who had not
8late
of
Maine
vs.
Eddie Callahan. Fourlicense to sell certain real estatt of aaid
entirely reteen cases.
Indictments filed.
AdFkK NOTICE.
ward, situated in said Penobscot snd more
covered from an etteck of influeuz. end
contracted with the City of Ellsfully described in aaid petition.
State of Maine vs Arthur Hunton. Eighteen
pneumonia of last winter, ia again seriworth to support and care for those who
Witneas BERTRAND K. CLARK. Judge of
may need assistance during five years begin- cases. Indictments filed.
ai*t“
■aid Court
ously itl.
this
at
Ellsworth,
State of Maioe vs. Frank Cunningham. Five !
ning Jan. l, 1916, and are legal residents of
day ot May, in the year of our Lord
I
oases.
Continued.
forbid all persons trusting them
Joabua H. Page, a highly respected Ellsworth,
one
nineteen.
snd
thousand
nine
hundred
1
on my account, as there is
plenty of room and
state of Maine vs. George Newgart. One
citizen of Hucksport, residing on tbe accommodations
Rot C. Haikus, Register.
to care for them at the
Otlj case. Continued.
A true copy.
Duck Cove road, met with a serious ecci- Faria house.
Aetmue B. Miruau.
iliMt:—I.
F.
Mahohut, Ciuk 8.J. Court.
I
Attest:—Roy C. Haijnm*. Regieter.
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The dance and reception given to the
returned soldier boys at town bail.

BIRCH HARBOR.

Capt.

at

Mayo and wife of Brewer were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Mayo’s parents,

*-x

enjoyed

as

FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six week*, flu for third mate's tlo*nM
or higher, open to men of two years' deck experience, ocean or coastwise. OT
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, fits for third
assistant engineer s license or higher, open to men of mechanical and engineering experience, including locomotive and stationary engineers, machinists on
marine engine*, graduate* of technical schools and marine oilers and w»ter
tenders.
Navigation School a Maas. laat of Technology. Cambridge. Maas.. Rockland
and Portland. Me
Rngineertng School. Maas Inst, of Technology. Cambridge

NORTH HANCOCK.

Peptiron

The school children

secure

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

Sherman

Johh N. Marshall and wife.
President Wilson, in his cabled
and Winter Harbor, last year a cup
Miss Frances Cleaves, accompanied by
The academy ball team won a bardto
Congress yesterday, bolder, was third.
message
Jougbt game from Brooksville high at her grandmother, Mrs. James Foster, of
recommended repeal of the war-time
At the business meeting, officers were
Academy field, May 14. Score 14 to 13. Bar Harbor, visited her parents, A. W.
prohibition law so far as it applies to elected as follows: President, Elwin j The high school played a fine up-hill Cleaves and wife Saturday and Sunday.
wine and beer, and announced defi- Hardy, Deer Isle; vice-presidents, TheoM.
May 19.
game, finishing with a rally in the ninth
nitely that the rail systems and tele- dore Bridges of Brooklin, Milo Clark of that netted them five runs.
be
would
and
lines
of
EllsStonington,
Eugene Smith
graph and telephone
The athletic association of the B-Q. S.
Whitman
secretary-treasurer,
worth;
returned to private ownership.
A. successfully presented “Among the
of
B
r
Harbor.
McKay
Breakers” at the town hall. May 15, to a
Tbe boys endorsed the JT. M. C. A. proThe sixty-sixth or “reconstruction”
The play
was
large audience.
finely
the
gram for
State, and voted for tbe
well
staged and the character parts
Congress, called into extraordinary continuance of the
conference.
county
session by President Wilson, conadapted to tie individual actors. The net
Ellsworth, as tbe central and shire town
A Rad Iron Tonic
vened Monday.
Republican majori- of the county, should have entertained tbe proceeds, about $50.
Gives vigor and nerve tone to aged
Arrivals during the past week: James
ties in Senate and House organized boys this year. It is hoped that arrangeand infirm, and those worn-out from
overwork, worry, excitement or close
both branches. The republicans for ments can be made for the conference to B. Bett 1, from Atlantic, Mass.; Mrs.
Eliza
from
Hinckley,
Lexington, Mass.; j confinement in homes or shops.
the fiist time since 1911, return to be held here next year.
Made by C. 1. HOOD CO.. Lowell. Mass.
Miss Carolyn Snowman, from Mill ViU- j
control of both Senate and House.
age. N. H.; Mrs. Nellie Parker and Mrs. |
PROSPECT HARBOR.
for .Salt.
Douglass, from Hallowelt; Mrs. C. M. Q.
>
“John’s Ion” opened May 15.
X. V" 'x*.
v/
CorTtaponDmtt.
Harwood, from Belfast; Vernon Mad-

to

in preparation for license examinations

Boston last

in

week.

men

FREE TRAINING

j

Isle

All

Opportunity is presented experienced

called

left

towns

host

-

U. S. MERCHANT MARINE

the elbow,

to

Roy Smith of North Lamoine has moved
cemetery. W. H. Patten of Waterville will
! to the Saunders house for the summer.
deliver the address in the town hall at 2
H. L. Smith and wife were in Blnehill
o’clock.
nothing undone for the entertainment of
to attend the Rebekah convention.
Next Sunday there will be no service in Friday
the boys. Banquets were served at both
Lewis Jordan of Waltham, employed by
as
Miss
the
church,
in
Congregational
and
addition
and
Deer
Stonington
Isle,
Wilmont Googins, has moved his family
the ma&onic lodge of Deer Isle on one Walkley is out of t:wu for the week.
That tbe boys en- Sunday school and Endeavor meeting as here.
served
clam
stew.
day
L.
usual.
May 19.
joyed themselves goes without saying.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1919.

Do you suppose
right. Join.

stricken with sn attack of heart failure
; and fell unconscious into the fire, severely
burning one side of his face, neck and

work leader.
the

abbtrti»emniU.

Saturday morning. After lighting a
fire, Mr. Page was suddenly

small brush

Dr. Foster of
Herbert H. Eldridge.
Hucksport was immediately summoned
Stonington.
aud gave such relief as possible.
Mr.
Lieut. E. E. Chase, of the 5th A. A. C.
I Page’s condition is critical.
machine gun battalion, came home May
X.
May 19.
14. He was accompanied from Portland
by Mrs. Cbase.
EAST LAMOINE.

and the attend-

of

Barnes, State boys’
The people of

Business communications should be adiressed to. and all checks and money orders
made payable to The Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

an

the 303rd H. F. A.,
Monday.
Principal C. C. Phillips and twelve of
the academy students attended the boys’
John

Tbe meetings were inspiring and interesting, the speakers being at their best.
The principal speakers were Jeff Smith,
Y. M. C. A. secretary; Charles Uumroere,
of the national Y. M. C. A., and James G.

Single Copies.06

dent

NEWS

arrived home

and the shore towns.

Six months.78
.30
Three months

ADVERTISING RATES ON

registered,

were

\TY
BLUEHILL.

boys from the towns of Deer Isle
and Stonington brought the total to over
Bar Harbor sent the largest dele200.
gation. Tbe steamer Sunb am brought
seventy-five boys from Mt. Desert island

ance

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

One year.*1.80
Four months.50
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coming.

AIRPLANES

LOCAL

IF

ORDERED here FRIDAY

CONDITIONS PERMIT.

TO RETURNED

COTNTV WELCOME

A

POE

OCCASION

BE

WILL
g,g VISIT

SOL-

Correspondent Gives Interesting

AND SAILORS.

DI ICRM

SEEING ROME
FROM DIRIGIBLE
Description

LATEST!

Peters:
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 21.
A. C. Hagrrlhy, EUtworlh, Me.:

sin

WONDERFULjCENE UNFOLDS

pyor

Department has wired authority to local
to proceed
gnumander air force, Kangor,
and take p«rt in the CeletnBllaworth

unleaa local conditions
ron Friday
it inexpedient. Have not yet heard
Ruder

but officer in

commander,

local

(tom

thinks there is
thurge here

doubt it ia

no

ill right.
John A. Peters.

glliworth expects the visit of two airFriday, if present plana mature,

pNoes

a
big welcoming
given to tbe boys

time,

same

jl, its

will be

demonstration

have returned home

who

nl tn, county
(,om service. They

will be

entertained

up Ellsworth.
y |t* important details remain to be
gelded before tbe definite announcement

euhemade that tbe planes are coming,
tusebss been short since it was learned
(Npanes were coming to Bangor Tburad,j, iad the effort

to Ellsworth

come

NRthtm

undertaken to

waa

follow-

tbe

ing*.5'
Jan

It

ii soon as

IMilbs planes

definitely known

ia

coming, tbe word will

are

And if you
heaot all over the county.
jM the word, come to KUaw ortb.

lithe airplane* come, it will be due to
As
iMeflorti of Mayor Hagertby.
ait srte learned Monday (bat they

Bangor

wmiog to

Thursday,

soon
were

Mayor

Bigsrtb; wired Congressman Peters and

Washington to ask them
tosmnge if possible tor the airplane* to
tomsbere. Both got busy, with tbe re-

Seoslor Male at

orders

sa.t that

for

issued

were

pBoe* to come here Friday
tion! permitted.

if local

conditions" include of

“Local

two

condi-

course

a

landing field, and tbe completion
within tbe limited time of arrangements

giitabie

charge

with tbe officer in
here.

come

He

had

of the

flight to

returned

to

New

York from Bangor after miking tbe

ar-

rangement* toere and selecting a landmi field, before Ellsworth could get in
tooch with him.

Ell*wonb baa not waited for definite
aancancement
to

of the

plans,
Miyor Hagerthy

as

isgiobu

last

matte

fli

natter over,

of the

visit

the

time

called

plants

limited.

ia

together

meet-

a

evening to talk the

and another

meeting was
nailed tbit morning at the board of trade
rooms, when chairmen of committees

wereipppoirjted,
Mayor A. C. Hagerthy, general
follows:

as

com-

mittee.
M. R.

Head,

music.

M.\. MciJowrn, parade,
tobn H. L'iami,

banquet

fksvil

Weacott,

to

soldiers,

grounds.

aH*K* Alley, invitations

soldiers

to

^••Uora of the county,
ftae chairmen will
appoint each their
c*a
committee to work with them.

Another

general meeting will be neld
evening st 7.30, at the board of trade
roonn.
is
t&n

Everybody

invited.

*>

Propped to make tbe visit of the
•tfpianei tu* occasion also
for a general
°untv welcome
to the boys who have
mafl#d ,ro® wrvice.
A general invil°U 11
e*t«nded to all these boys
roughout the
county to oe the guests of
^ It worth
that day.
tPe

requested to

iu

come

f! ^^^Ptfticlpateln

a

uniform

parade

They
^^unogtnenay.
f°r
,orra41 invitation,
are

time?11!

*

° 1

1

some

asked
as

not
the

*Ud

“V out be reached
All
W*U be <rCOtnru,Uee in charge.
tbrouifr,

thi® announce men!
UsUffi/e,COnie’*n<1
**«««
invitation.
^
tfr*^ 11lu** *erved. aud there will be
*

#0°n

that toe

,h*tveui-*'
M

*l

definitely

*•

are

be

Trip Over

Eternal City.

o'clock this afternoon, the followfrom Congresstelecram w«* received

4t 2

ing

of

Known

Plan to Make Aerial Tour* of City an
Attractive Feature for Visitors
When Normal Conditions Re.
turn—Trip Is Marvelous

Experience.
By LLOYD ALLEN.
Western Newspaper Union Staff Correspondent.
'Oopfrttht, ISIS, hr WMtern N»w.p«p»r Union.)
Rome.—When you make that long
promised European trip to see the
grant battlefields of Prance and Italy
and get to Rome you will undoubtedly
have the opportunity of Inspecting the
Eternal City from the deck of a diri-

gible.
By the time Europe has set Its honse
In order and has recovered
sufficiently

from war to make t Jurists comfortable
Rome will be featuring an aerial tour
of the city which no one will care to

miss,

even though the cost of the trip
may be something like $20.
Instend of Inmherlng through the
streets In the uld-tlmc rubberneck wagons, or In a taxi, you will be able to
lounge comfortably in well padded
seats of an airship and see at fairly
close range the layout of Rome with
Its glories of ancient and modern architecture and at the same time feel
perfectly safe, because a dirigible moves
along with even less vibration than a
Pullman sleeper or American parlor
car.

I have Just landed from ouch au inspection of Rome. Except for a few
moments' uneasiness while the dirigible was leaving >he ground the trip
was a
marvelous experience and almost absolutely free from any anxious
moment, even though the big ship
sailed along 2,000 feet In the air at
times.
It was a war craft, built for
<cout duty, and capable of carrying 30
persons and was nothing like the comfortable passenger airships that are
now being planned and which will soon
be In actual operation not only In
Rome but In other Europeun capitals
us well.

swinging

husket of the dirigible and took places
where we could llud them around the
three gasoline engines,
12-cylinder
Fiats, each attached to a separate propeller.

coming, word will

Carrie* Crew of Seven.
Leather coats lined with sheepskin
were distributed, although the weather
on the ground was springlike.
Seven
Italian army men composed the crew
■-I of the
ship. The officers used megaSibrniBrmrms.
phones at times to shout orders to the
crew and to communicate with the
small array of soldiers that held the

tfirouffMout the
Keep your ear to
re,dy ,o -“rt ,or

FI*0H the FIRST DOSE
^uod*
first

a.

WMMriUa

Begins
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the mountains

in the distance,
vast panorama.
We continued to ascend to more
than
1,000 feet, moving all the time with
Increased speed toward the city of
Rome, ten miles away.
Panorama of Rome.
At a speed of 40 to 50 miles an hour
we sped over
farmhouses and ruins
of the Applan way toward the
city.
Within five minutes the miles of arched
stone aqueducts that stretch from
Rome to the mountains hud been
passed and we were In the outskirts
of the town with the River Tiber
just
ahead threading the solidly packed
rows of houses like a dull
hluc ribbon.
They tell you In Rome that the most
satisfactory view of the wrecked Coliseum, where the Caesars used to murder Christians by the hundred and
where the gladitorlal combats of the
old days were held, may be had by
was

unfolding Into

guide ropes

on the grouud.
Once the party was aboard the dirigible was guided out through a great
pair of rolling doors Into a lawnlike
meadow. There, with nose pointed to
the wind, the engines were started
with a terrific roar.
The final sand bags were thrown
from a pile on deck and the ship started ascending without a tremor. Un| less
one looked at the ground the
sensation of moving was not noticeable.
I watched for a few moments the
manner In which a gas engine man
tuned up one of the three motors
aboard, and was startled a few seconds
later to find that we had moved skyward about 300 feet.
The hundred odd helpers on the
ground had already been dwarfed Into
mere pygmies.
The Roman cumpagna

N ICO LIN.

a

Mrs. Carl Johnson
days in Bangor.

n much be* ter Idea of the
Coliseum and its size can be obtained
by viewing it from the air. From
1,000 to 1,500 feet above earth you can
get a better estimate of its size, and as
you float by you have to scrutinize
closely to notice the damage time has
brought to walls and arena.
Near the Coliseum the other ruins
are less distinguishable. They are too
small to stand out in the panorama.
The palace of Augustus is a mere pile
of bricks. The world-famous Palatine
hill near by is to ull appearances an
Irregular strip of brick-strewn tneadowiand and loses all of the grandeur
that the fanciful tourist, on foot among
the ruins. Is able to reconstruct from
his Imagination.
On the other hnnd, the Quirtnal palace, the Rome residence of the king of
Italy In pence times. Is notably uninspiring when viewed from the street.
Rut seen from the air, the magnificence
of the Quirtnal is impressive.
Wonderful Scene Unrolls.
To all appearances we were barelymoving. Whole sections of landscape
presented themselves smoothly ami
seemingly slowly. We had ample time
to inspect with considerable care the
larger points of Interest from our vantage point In the steady basket, and It
was only after landing that we learned
iur speed had averaged 40 miles an
hour. The distance uhove the ground
was responsible for the delusion of
slow speed.
«

uinftiuica

wtui

uueriy

una-

comparative Infancy.
About that time the airdrome, with
Its Immense roof and sides of corrugated Iron, Is In sight. The pilots circle the airdrome and do a sort of
figure six In the air. On the ground
nearly a battalion of men are rushing
along to the spot the pilot has picked
for the landing. Sure enough, just as
you feared they ure dropping the huge
The
machine just like an elevator.
ground suddenly looks very close.
About that time you get your first
slight jar; It Is the crew dumping several barrels of water ballast to ll#iten
The
the machine and stop the car.
jerk Is less than the usual elevator
makes when stopping for a floor. Had
you not been watching closely j*>u
would not have noticed it.
And a Welcome Mat.
Detroit.—The house of correction
here Is to be made hospitable, Mayor
Couxens announced. A string band and
orchestra and movies will be introduced. To complete the picture some
one suggested the old-fashioned w’elcome mat at the front door.

Jury Couldn't See It.
Kansas City. Sin.—Lawyer pleaded
“Joke” for defense of two chnrged with
highway robbery. The Jury couldn’t
see the Joke. Five years each In the
pen was the verdict.

few

a

Jenness McGown, who has been
visitiug her daughter Hazel iu Beverly,
Mass., and relatives in Lynn, returned
Mrs.

Wednesday.

Percy Fernald,
rence

of

little son Lawwith Mrs. Fernald’s
Lyman DeWitt and wife. Mr.

Brewer

wife and

are

parents,
Fernald ia just out after
bronchial pneumonia.

attack

an

of

teacher,

Mrs. Alice

DeWitt, being

ill.

Alexander McGown,
wife and little
daughter Kathlyn of Lagrange spent Sunday with Fred Starkey and wife.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Frank Leighton and son Eiwood
of Bluehill spent the week-end at LinMrs.

wood

Leighton’s.

Mrs. Isadore Hanscomb spent the weekbrother, Alfred

end at B uebill with her
Staples, who is ill.

Services were held at the church Sunday by Rev. Chester Smith of Penobscot.
Mr. Smith will supply
every Sunday until
further notice.
The grange held
returned
conferred

reception for sixteen
Friday
evening.
and fourth degrees was
a

soldiers

Work in the third

candidates by Master

three

on

Roy Henderson
A clam stew

of

Massapacjua

served, and
gram carried out. Remarks
was

grange,
short pro-

a

their

on

ex-

periences across were given by Carl Day,
Archie Byard, Harvard Gray and
Willard
Smith, the latter exhibiting

helmet and

a

gas mask.

Ashley Hooper, the only sailor
present, gave an interesting talk. Eugene
Ferguson gave the address of welcome.
May 19.
X.
t

wife

Monday, aftor

tine

a

the

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
WALKER D. HINES. Director G*iwr«l of Riltmtfs
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

boys’ conference at Deer Isle.

Corrected to May 18, 1919.
William Jordan of Waltham is visiting
BAR HARBOR TO BANOOR
sister, Mrs. P. E. Ciough.
PM
PM
AM
PM
Miss Elvira Tibbetts of Brooklin, wbc
Bar Harbor..It.| t9 46! f8 46 f* 001 §4 00
Sorrento..I t4 ..
has been the guest of Asa C. Flood and
Sullivan.. t4 45 ..
wife the past week left for home Tuesday, )
30
t6 15 t« « J4 45
Miss Ethel Crocker of Bangor visited Mt Desert 8Fy Iv.| f 10
4 52
Waukeag,
Fy. 10 88 5 22 9 6f
her mother, Mis. George E. Gray, last
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his
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Franklin Road.

wee*.

Wash’gt’n June.j 11 08

Ira

Maddocks and
on

wife

are

birth of

the

receiving

boy

a

last

week.

Harold J. Staples is enjoying a two
weeks’vacation from his duties as driver
of the Standard Oil Co. truck.
Master Edward Loweree, who has been
in New York since last fall with his fathhere to spend the summer with
er, is
Charles Sweeney and wife at Nicolio.
Earl L. Gray was operated upon last

Tuesday at the home of hia parents, for
appendicitis, by Doctors Hodgkins and
Knowlton.
He is gaining to the satisfaction

of

his

many friends.

He

hag

Miss Helen B Isby of Bangor.

as nnrse

Boston visited

here last week.

Edward Collins of New Haven, Conn., is
at W. H.

Dyer

for the

summer.

E. W. Hutchins and wife of Boston
cottage.

are

at their

Hugh Manson and Manford Gray are
working in Dark Harbor.
G.
May 19.

jdta'toaionai icTarDt

B.

PM

the

week-end

returned

w’eek in

to

Cas-

Clinton.

Bernard Bowden has returned after
spending the past few days In Lawerence.
Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson
of Boothbay
were guests last w’eek of Misses Grace and
Ethel Noyes.

was

Sullivan.ar
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor ..ar.

j^RANKLIN
WEST

FARROW,

M.

•

BROOKSVILLE, ME.
West Brooksvillt

a

Specialty

of Brewer

visited here

a

the navy, and
for Newport, R. I.
in

w

Abbott

serious

hospital,
pected home this
May 19.
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8 86
AM

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Suuday. § Sunday

rioNEST WORK: HONEST

Waterville,

PRICES

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

Repairing and

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Kinds of Laundry Work.

called for and delivered
parcel post work
E5TEY & CO., Proprietors

Goods

Special
F-RIEISJD

Main Street

Laundry

Ellsworth Steam
All

H. B

attention to

State Street.

Ellsworth. Me

Sale

Stable

Ellsworth

11 leave

Jellison, who underwent
surgical opera!in at Gray’s

private

17

EDWARD F. BRADY,

specialty.

DAVID

Harvard

Mrs. Sadie
a

cleaning

wee*.

this week

00
1)8

f4
4
f4
4
4

7 06
7 28
7 82
08 f7 85
13
7 44
21
7 55
8 09
88
40
8 16
51
f8 22
60
8 81
06
8 40
09
8 48
15 §8 50

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

—

Ready-made Clothing
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

have enlisted

18

32
47
63

8 8«
8 66

PLUMBING,

?bmi3rmrrtfc

to work.

Cousins and

87
69
04
07

only.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Federal Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passeuger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

D.,

GOOD LINE OF

Stanley

PM

Twenty Years' Experience.

-Fitting Glasses

NORTH FRANKLIN.
N. R. Caller, jr., has gone to Hancock

last

AM

SCOTT

Telephone 12-4

G.

Stanley

7 00

f

ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union safe Deposit & Trust Co., of rort
land, for furnishing Probate and Surety bone
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter suppllei
Removed to 1 School 8t.,
Ellsworth, sa*.

rendered and refresh-

May 19.

Madeline

P M

f8 00

AM

Brewer June.
6 12 10
6 84 10
Holden.
McKenzie’s.fll
Phillips Lake. f45 41 fll
6 51 11
Green Lake.
Nicolin. f7 01 II
Ellsworth Falls.
7 14 11
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Franklin Road. f7 46 fl2
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Hancock.
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TYPEWRITING,

were entertained
grange Saturday evening.

A fine program
ments served.

AM

A M

PM

Boston via
Portsmouth Iv
*10 00
Boston via
Dover Iv.

The returned soldiers
attheCastine

AM

AM

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

AM

bor.
and wife of

*1 00

Boston via
4 60
Portsmouth ar. f» 26 *4 60
Boston via. ...
2 1®.
Dover ar. f9 15.

fl 20.tH 08 10 46
Bangor.Iv. ffi 06 flO 80 tS 8( §7 00

CAPE ROSIER.

Sawyer

AM

f5 66 *1 10 US 80

Portland.Iv.

Nelson Black is very ill.
Everett Gray has moved to Dark HarF. ?.

AM

PM

PM

Portland.ar.

SPECIALTY MADE OF

iu Isles boro.
B. F. Steele and

was

over Sunday
Conley attended the

W.

AltiOB

ASTINE.

Rodney Gray, jr., spent

Henry

Rev.

congratulations

School has been closed the past week,

the

Louise Vose of Macbias

Miss

geest of Miss Jean Sanborn

for the summer.

home

£M>rrtiartnnrte

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

spending

is

Carl Maddocks has returned from Livermore Falls, and has
opened the home here

moonlight.
However,

fraid of swooping along a very few
feet above the church towers when it
is desirable to fly low.
When President Wilson arrived in Rome several
flew
airships
along the line of march,
keeping so close to the ground that
the faces of the crew were visible
*ii*from the crowd.
mg lactones and me men wno
The glories of St. Peter’s, viewed
designed these ships are now turning
their thoughts to the possibilities ot from the air, are no small part of the
passenger truffle and they know that j Joy of flying over Rome. It is only from
Americans are going to be some ot a high elevation that one Is able to njv
their best customers during the days
preeinte the perfect symmetry of deof enormous tourist truffle thnt are to sign that represents the best genius of
come.
In Italy, as well as France and architectural thought In Rome through
England. It is taken for granted that four centuries under the patronage of
over a score of popes.
the day of air travel Is here.
No Chance for Civilians Now.
Naturally enough the finer embellishJust now, of course, civilians find It ments of St. Peter’s are more or less
Impossible to tiy over ltotne, or even invisible from the air. The famous
visit Rome for that matter, unless
Egyptian obelisk, brought to Rome by
they have special business there. All one of the old emperors, who utilized
transportation facilities are being used 8<H) men and 140 horses to perform
to demobilize sections of the armies
part of the work and spent a small fortune in gold on the enterprise, is a dot
and there Is general congestion of railin the landscape.
Tin* statues are
ways and hotels. Hut tills reconstruction period is not expetced to last mere blurs, the fountains are simply
brighter spots in the landscape. You
many months.
As guests of the Italian government have, in brief, below you a sort of
and armed with a special permit to fly, miniature model of St. Peter’s in color,
resembling an architect’s clay model
our party of American newspaper men,
eight in numoer, were tuken up at mid- of a building.
Trip Quickly Made.
afternoon for a one-hour flight In
One of the disappointing features of
which our ship did a figure-eight
a first flight over Rome is the quickcourse over Rome, flying directly above
ness with which the trip is accomthe magnificent structure of St. Peter's,
plished. You have no sooner gotten
the (julriual palace, the Coliseum and
into the spirit of viewing things from
the newer monumental edllice In white
aloft until your machine scoots outmarble and gold that has been erected
side the city over the green fields aguin
to commemorate the creation of new
Italy, the vast edifice at simple and and you have groups of country people below gazing skyward for the ever
severe architecture of the monument
interesting sight of an airship.
to Victor Immanuel IL
Once headed toward the airdrome,
In automobiles we were rushed out
you will probably worry a bit about
of Rome through the ancient city
how efficiently the crew is going to
walls, some of which were built during
the days of the old Roman republic, manage the descent and landing. You
commence to realize what an unwieldy
icross the gardenlike campagna of
thing an airship is, how sensitive it is
green fields and flocks of sheep to an
to the air currents, how much it weighs,
Immense airdrome in the prairie land.
and, above all other things, how far
The whole of the Interior was one
You conaway the ground appears.
vast room In which three dirigibles
sider, after a bit of thought, that after
were moored safe from rain and storm.
By means of a portable staircase on all it was an idiotic idea to fly while
the airship business is in a stute of
wheels we climbed Into the

bfO*’i0*“l
hvU* *,ePhoa«-

^Qtv
the nh0n

with

is

ex-

week.

T.

WEST BROOKLIN.

Roy Carter has moved to tirookim,
where she is employed.
Omar Friend is employed in Sedgwick.
Mrs.

Windsor Bridges are working
Mayo’s canning factory, Naskeag.
B.
May 19.
L. B. and

Carlisle’s
Heavy Western
Horses,
weight, 2500 to
3600, a pair, well
19

Also Some

Draft

Good

Trades in SecondHand Draft Horses
<

and Drivers.

matched.
CASH

OR TEkMS

in A. H.

to suit,

(k

CORRESPONDENCE

m

SOLICITED.

BORN.
ATHERTON-At Bluehill, May 17,toMrand
Mrs Harry A Atherton, a son.
CLARK—At Franklin. May 9, to Mr and Mrs
Carroll B Clark, a sonPERVEAR—At North Brooklin, May 18, to
Mr aud Mrs Howard Pervear, a daughter.
REED—At Brooklin, May 13, to Mr and Mrs
v laud L Reed, a son. (Theodore Blanchard.)
SMITH —At Bucks port. May 13, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur Smith, a son.

MARRIED.
MOR\N—O’LEARY—At
Camp Dix, New
Jersey. May rt, by Rev Fr McDermott,
Miss Hannah Moran, of Bar Harbor, to
Lieut Edwin D O'Leary, of Bangor.
PERKINS—HUTCH IN8 At Bluehill, May »7,
by Rev R M Trafton, Miss Marguerite
Perkins to Lloyd A Hutchins, both of
Peuobscot.
DIED.
HAYNES—At Stamford,
15,
Conn,
May
Richard W Haynes, of West Eden, aged
75 years, 1 mouth, 8 days.
JOYCE—At Atlantic, May 18, Abbie C Y.
widow of Ueubeu
B Joyce, of
Swan’s
Island, aged 76 years, 3 mouths, 5 days.
LEACH —At
Penobscot.
May 19, Heleu
Littlefield Leach, aged 20 years, 2 months.
LELAND—At
Trenton. May
17, Pearl L
Leland, aged 79 years, 6 months, 28 days.
MEANS—At Surry, May 14, David G Means,
>
aged 87 years, 2 mouths.
PAGE—At Bucksport, May 17, Charles Page,
aged 85 years.
ROBERTS—At South Penobscot,
May 14,
Newell Roberts, aged 78 years.
STANLEY—At Ellsworth, May 20, Mrs Mary
Stanley, aged 88 years, 6 months, 20 days.
WELLS-At Brooklin, May 16. Mrs Minnie
F Wells, aged 58 years, 22 days.
WKBBER-At Bluehill.
May 17, Leonard
C Webber, aged 79 years, 11 months, 5 days.
CARD OK THANKS.
E wiah to extend our sincere thanks to
all our friends for their kindness during the long illness and at the death of the
wife and mother.
Mb. Chas. J. Smith.
Mb. Sbldbn 8. Smith.
Mrs. Samuil H. Savagh.
Mbs. Oho. a. Limscott.
Egypt. May 20, 1919.

U'

CARD

or

THANKS.

\lrE wish thus publicly to express our sin*
VY cere gratitude to the neighbors and

friends for their kiudness and sympathy
shown in so many ways during the illness
and at the death of oar mother.
Mbs. Maudb Wells Nbwcomb.
Mr. and Mbs. Harvey Will*.
Brooklin. May 20

attausemuita.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite

and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Mo.

M. R. CARLISLE
MAINE

ELLSWORTH,
Forsaith Stable,

rear

of A. W. Curtis’ store.

"CASH and

"CASH and CARRY”

CARRY7,

Smith’s Sanitary Fish Market

At the old Moore

Stand,

WATER

STREET,

adjoining

postofllee

All Kinds of Strictly Fresh Fish
Also Smoked and Salt Fish
Clams and Oysters
L.IVEI LOBSTERS 35c 3 pound
The patronage of the public is invited.

through the deal, but it was by no
a certainty.
| Back of this seemingly suicidal policy was the French' government plan
to make France as nearly self-sustaining as possible, to keep French money
at home and to keep the rate of exchange as favorable as possible t*

FOUR YEARS OF WAR CHANGES WHOLE
CHARACTER OF FRANCE AS A NATION

means

j

;

according

j
j

French

|

—

^3 j
j
;3 |
;,«3 j

London.—Lieutenant
Porten.
i
►J former officer in the German *3
has
been tried (
|«J aviation service,
i
•J by court-martial, according to j |
3*3 Berlin advices, on a charge of >
having sold an entire park of {
>•3 airplanes at Vilna to the bolshe- >
vlki for 2,000,000 marks. The J !
►J airplanes were valued at 10,000,- I
(*3 000 marks. Porten flod.to Koe- 3
»} nigsberg and headed a con- j |
spiracy in the local working- >
V men's council against the com- J
>
I
►J. launder of the German garrison
at Kovno.
The plot was discov- ;
A
red and Porten arrested.

3»1

J*"

j

M*x*'#x*>»»x*x*x*y*v*x*x*. !

were

permitted

StedlmH
m

to

the French economic system would be
benefited, because such au outcome
I would give employment to French
American Firm Hit.
And exportation of texworkmen.
One of the first American firms hit tiles—which have to be manufactured
by the resolution was the manufactur- before they are shipped—would autoer of a well-known automobile.
This matically push the French exchange
firm had several thousand cars in rate into a position favoring France.
Vet the whole chain of reconstructrance ordered for war purposes by
the French government. It was im- | tion was blocked by the prohibition
possible to sell the cars to civilians. on importing foreign spindles and the
French textile people themselves were
since such a move would be the cause
of French money leaving the country. obliged to oppose a government policy
If money left the country the French that hurt their business.
financial situation suffered according
American business men in France
to the amount spent abroad.
The rate during the peace conference shook
of exchange was already against the their heads when they were asked
French. It was thought desirable to ubout the possibility of immediate
Keep the exchange rate from mount- trade between France and America,
ing higher against France.
aud the optimistic ones took the view
Mere fluctuation of exchange was that tight government control of trade
not the primary reason for barring out
as put into effect by
the French in
the American automobiles.
January as a reconstruction measure
As
It
happened, a well-known could not last long.
French concern operated by Andre
What happened to the textile IndusCitroen, whose name is as well known try" during the'war was only a repein France as the name of the leading tition of the sad fate of the brewing
manufacturer of cheap automobiles Is
business and the mining Industry, as
known in America, had turned his fac- well as the sugar business.
All of this wreckage cost the French
tory over to munition production during the war. While the peace con- something like $300.000,000—that's the
ference was starting, Citroen was first official estimate.
converting his works into a plant for
uream
or
Kroaperity.
manufacturing a small and fairly
In the midst of this despoliation
cheap car which would take its place France has a dream of future indusas the cheapest car In France as soon
trial prosperity to be realized only
as production could be
gotten under
all national

Dread of the German will not prevent the French from embarking on
a national
career
of prosperity and
will not prevent France from trading
with Germany—they must trade, with
their old enemy, it is a vital necessity; it cannot be arranged otherwise
for the simple reason that Germany
still holds her supremacy as the big
coal producing nation of Europe.
While France has some coal she must
6till depend on Germany for something like 23.000.000 tons a year even
after the supposedly rich coal fields
of Alsace-Lorraine go to France, as
they undoubtedly will in the peace
|
treaty.
i
It's going to be a rather strange I
situation between the French and Germans.
France will lack coal and the
| way.
Germans will lack iron.
In the meantime Citroen was proFrance will sell iron to the Germans tected. The lot of American cars was
j
and get coal in return.
not to be thrown on to a market that
Immediate Problems Mighty.
the French considered to be legitimateWhile the somewhat distant future ! ly Citroen’s.
is very bright for France the immeClose to Industrial Paralysis.
diate problems she must solve are
Americans In Paris did not apprecimighty. She has the beginning of her ate the French situation as revealed
new industrial system in the form of
j in cold figures of the statisticians.
a series of factories that mude mu; namely, that France was on the very
nitions during the war.
verge of absolute industrial paralysis
Her former industries are smashed.
—that the country, with only one or
At the first German invasion France two false moves,
might easily go Into
lost SO per cent of her woolen Indus, that vicious circle of industrial mistry, 90 per cent oi her sngar mills, four- fortune that had already hit Austria
fifths of her coal production, four- v here the whole economic fabric had
fifths of her iron and steel output and Oi generated to a
point that brought
four-fifths of her coke. The Germans rank ruin to the
greater portion of the
struck France right through the heart
population.
of her industrial region. Today this
While France was enacting laws that
Section is for the most part a waste.
prohibited the importation of AmeriWith the beginning of the peace con- can manufactured articles and
thereby
ference France was out of essential hoped to protect her own
disrupted ;
raw materials.
She was in a situa- factories while they got back from a
tion altogether different front England war basis to a
peace footing Amerand America. She had no chance of ica, as she had every right to do, shut
starting out to build up foreign trade out one of the principal commodities
gind for that reason was anxious to the French have to sell abroad: wines,
have the allies maintain their blockade brandies and liquors.
Our national
against the neutrals and the central prohibition amendment cut off at one
as
as
powers
long
possible. America stroke one of the leading products
and England on the other hand knew
the French had hoped to sell in the i
that the peace of the world must de- United States. There was of course
pend as much on the resumption of no spirit of retaliation on the part of
normal trade as upon any strictly po- America In this—it was simply the
litical action.
working out of a strictly national problem.
Germany Needs Raw Materials.
Unless raw materials are pushed inAmerican omciais nere in runs who
to Germany the German factories can- were watching the strained relations
not run and Germany cannot pay the
between the Americans
and certain
Indemnity the peace conference will cliques of the French used to point
place on her shoulders. Unless the out that America must make due alfactories of Germany are permitted to lowances for the critical problems of
operate the German civilians will not reconstruction days In France and rehave work and if a large problem of member that any unjust commercial
unemployment develops, the revolu- discrimination ordered by the French
tionary elements—that is the very rad- government would right Itself quickly
ical
revolutionists—will
overthrow enough because of the inequalities
whatever government the Germans such rulings made in France itself.
now have set up and the German
In other words. It was regarded as
signature on the peace treaty will be null
only a matter of time before pressure
and void.
brought to bear hy the French busiOut of these conditions the French ness houses who were unfavorably afgovernment’s policies were naturally fected by the embargo against Amerivamped along entirely different lines can factory stuff would cause the govfrom the American and British pol- ernment to let down the bnrs In many
icies. It was impossible for Franee ! instances and permit the flow of trade
to plan for the future as America and
; to resume
As a consequence
England would.
French Industries Ruined.
there was a great divergence of ideas
To illustrate: The country around
during the early days of the peart j Lille in tlie north of France was a
conference that was more or less mis
(treat spinning center before the war.
understood by Americans in Franc*
It was also the center of some of the
and caused an undue amount of crit
worst fighting.
Arid the spinning mills
icisra to be launched against FrencI
j were destroyed hy shell fire and by
methods and French statesmen.
willful robbery hy the Germans. Of
The French for instance passed f
the 570.000 bobbins spinning linen
governmental resolution about tht thread before the war 280.000 were
middle of January that practical!!
I destroyed and 80.000 stolen. In tne
stopped the importation of American wool spinning business In this section
English, and other foreign nninufac
1.000,0.(0 bobbins out of 2,500,000 were
tured articles into the country, this ai
destroyed or stolen,
to the

%

ment

s»l. of

Sold

between France and America as a result of the two nations having fought
side by side in the war.

The France of today has new ideal!
that were undreamed of in 1914. Only
one big characteristic of the pre-wai
days remains, and that is the unalter !
able and deep-rooted fear of Germany
a fear bred by generations of worry
that started long before 1870 and that
has imprinted Itself on French character as a mark that will endure for
I
decades to come.

GERMAN OFFICER SELLS
RED PARK OF AIRPLANES

To build yourself
up when
feel run
down-to
bring back health, appetite
and strength—take
you

buy factory
machinery abroad and thereby hasten
the day when the textile mills would
resume production.
n time when the average American was
Would Help Labor,
thinking and talking of the closer
even
With
started,
production
j
trade relations that would spring up with
factory reconstruction started,

By LLOYD ALLEN.
Western Newspaper Union Staff Cor
respondent.

I;:

j

France.
It did not occur to the French officials
that
reconstruction
problems
could be solved more easily if the Lille
people and others In the same predica-

Has New Ideals Undreamed of in 1914—Future of the Country
Turned From Agriculture to Industrialism—While
Distant Future Is Bright, Problems to Be
Solved Are Mighty.

(Copyright. 1919. by Western Newspaper t uion.
Paris.—Four years of war absolute
ly changed the character of France ai
a nation, changed her economic situa
tion, altered her outlook on the world
and turned the whole future of tin
country toward industrialism rathei
than agriculture.

Scqjtri'.wmmia

A SURE FOUNDATION

j
j

by protecting
industry
Never
against foreign competition.
before has she thought seriously of
taking the Gerraun's place In Europe,
and now she believes that with only
a comparatively small amount of favoritism she can compete for many of

the German markets.
From the despairing days of July,
1918, when It seemed certain the Germans
would take Paris and that
French public opinion would not stand
behlud a continuation of the war, to
the exaltation France feels today In
the Joy of victory Is a fur cry, to say
the least.
The tables are completely turned.
and
the
Politically
economically
French have made tremendous gains
and they can only be expected to make
the most of their bettered position in
the world.
If they happened to work at cross
purposes to England and America, we

compromise
and some heated headlines perhaps In
censor
case the
gets off the Job sometime in 1919. but scarcely anything

can

expect

more

some

measures

serious.

YANK HELPING RUSSIAN

B«niTril

jIE

|
|

I

|
;

|

:

j
;

Dressed

1

in

his special

arctic

unl-

TO PAY FOR GERMAN LABOR
Civilians Working in Occupied Area
to Get Choice of Food or
Cash.

minister of reconstruction,
Something like five hundred cotton
Coblenz.—In preparing plans for the
bobbins were put out of business. To employment of from 10,000 to 15.000
complete the job of paralyzing tile German civilians on road repairing and
French textile industry, the Germans.
other work in the American area of
when they did not steal the machin- occupation, American main headquarery, broke some of the vital parts and
ters has approved a proposal that the
took away all electrical fittings and
Germans be paid partly In rations.
In view of the shortage of food,
every scrap of copper,
I
:
officers of the Third army believe that
What happened then after the war
the offer will bring all the laborers
had ceased?
needed for work on the country roads.
The French government made it impossible for the Lille factory owners
They also believe that it will not be
to replace the stolen and destroyed
necessary to requisition labor for the
upkeep of the highways. The civilians
spindles by buying them in America
will work under the supervision of
and England, and France could not reAmerican officers.
It was pointed out to the
place them
Tile laborers will be paid from 8 to D
men of Lille who wished to buy, and
who had the money to buy. that it was
marks a day collected from the Berlin
illegal to send money out of France. government, with the privilege of takIf the spindle buyer happened to have
ing part of their pay in corned beef,
a fund handy in England or America,
flour, sugar and coffee at the end of
the week. The charge for the rations
"'ith which to pay for his stub there
w os a slim chauce of
being able to pul also will be checked against Berlin.

25*7°

10c

Heal (Riches.
Ho who Inis fortune In love
and
truth and beauty h entitled to tv,,
called rich. Time nnd change anil ad.
verslty have no power upon th-m
They are the only things n man can
take with him when be goes. In the
process of acquiring them they he-nme part of him Inseparably.
He
who hus them “wears his commendation In his fare.” for It may be read
as he passes that Ills converts* Is with
the hlgliet and finer things and his
dally walk Is on the plane where the
noblest meet and greet familiarly—
I'hlladelphiu Public Ledger.

African Trees.
A wonderful tree, known

j

In

memory of the t>oys who have “gone welt" in giorj, ouy Thrift and
War Saving# Stamps and Keep Liberty securely upon her pedestal.

What

Sewing Provided For.

Dry goods merchants in every part
of the country :eport radical changes
In their customers’ buying habits, due
to
war
experience.
People seek
sound values in clothes. There is no
disposition to be
parsimonious, or
shabby, but women are Judging garments by wearing quality.
longer purchase short-life

’l'hey

no

gowns

or

Makes Some
Corrections made
of Greenland have
about 180.000 square
formerly believed.

fabrics

for the sake of showy apThrift has brought in a
pearance.
new fashion era—quiet models which
will be in style several seasons instead of the one-season ‘’creation.’’ i
The merchants are cutting down
wasteful methods in their stores, and

eliminating superfluous service, unwise credits.
unprofltabl“ deliveries
and other
happy-go-lucky, blt-ormlss

extravagances

public had

for

which

to attract

Only Things That Prevail.
a
fallacy to define riches as
anything sensual! For all that Is of
the flesh fieshy nnd of the earth enrthy
: must one day perish like weeds that
; arc slnln by the reaper In the hot sun.
Only love and truth and beauty nnd
j taelr divine fellowships ure Immortal.
1 and only these are worth the hushnndry of the undying soul.—Exchange.

MERCHANTS
ENCOURAGE
WISE SPENDING
Heme

as the
shea
commercial
tention in western Africa.
It supplies
the natives not only with nuts, which
they highly prise, hut with n butter
that may become an nrtlrie of commercial Importance. It Is nlready nported to Lurope, where makers of
artificial hotter find use for 1L

beginning

Is

Heavy,

impure

Difference.

recently

in maps
shown it to lie
miles larger than

blood

mnke«

a

muddy,

pimp y complexion, headache*.
niusca,
Indigestion. Thin blood makes you weak,
For pore blood, sound
pale and sickly
digestion. u*e Burd ick Blood Bitters I ii
at
all stores
Adv*.

j

—

the

aoorntsnnrms.

to pay.

Another
interesting development j
the sa'e of materials for home
sewing. Ono store seeks to Interest
schoolgirls in m-k’ng their own
dresses. Prises are offered for wellmade car meets; sewing Instruction
Is given In the store: suggestions are
made for the purchase
of material,
trimmings and pattirns
Some stores make up
undies eon- I
tabling all the requisites for a given
garment—the fabric and all findings
needed.

You

Is

Money saved by this sort of wise
spending can be safely invested in
War Savings and Thrift Stamps.

Will Use Ijess Coffee Per

^

Cup

The Coffee

YOU

Maine Folks

USE

Like

Less coffee means real economy. Surely you will wish to practise real economy these days. Buy the Yellow Label round carton, lettered in black and gold,
of your dealer. Premium coupon in each.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor. Maine
——

fonn, the above soldier of the United
States is giving a few coins to the
poor unfortunate woman on the steps
of the church at Archangel, Russia.

An, M.dicin* in Ike Wond

WTncywknr*._In Bon**.

|---1

Smooth Cylinders
Keep the Engine Powerful
Cylinder walls

that are kept glassy smooth and perfectly round—
that are free from scratches or scoring and coated with a film of
oil that forms a gas-tight seal with snug fitting piston rings—
that’s the combination that insures full compression, smooth action
and full power from every stroke of the pistons. It’s what you
get when you keep your engine correctly lubricated with Polarine.

Polarine meets the lubricating requirements of all types of engines.
It banishes friction and cushions bearing'’. w:‘h a friction-free film
—keeps compression tight, and minimizes wear on \ :sion rings
and cylinder walls—flows freely at ali temperatures—stands high
cylinder heat—burns up clean and goes out with the exhaust—
saves
overhauling and repair bills.
Polarine Gear Oil correctly lubricates transmission and diflerential gears. Keeps them running
quietly and with minimum wear.
For sale by dealers and gardes everywhere—look for the red, white and blue So-Co-ny Sign.

STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

OF

NEW

YORK

0J9J

Kennet n Kane attended me

dtiwuiiumnitt

ence

m TORTURED
fOR TEN TEARS
ort.l.

Terrible Stomech Trouble Until

™*SheTried^“FRUlT-A-TtyLS".

at Deer Isle and

Mine Martha Stanley,
week, has returned
Dorchester, Mass.

S. STOLZ

two or three times

week.
After y ears of terrible torture, I
jfjj about ‘Kruit-a-tives’ or Fruit
Jjeer Tablets, and sent fora trial box
lad wrote that it was the last remedy
JtouIJ use—if ‘Fniit-a-tives’ did not
kdp me, I would die.
After taking the trial box, I felt
leser. so kept on taking) ‘Fruit-atra’ for nearly a year, nml am thank-

a

jytosay Fruit -a-tives' saved my life.
It also saved a friend from an
gyration for Stomach Trouble, after

ii bail

up all hope of getting
Mas. F. 8. STOLZ.
self”.
50c. a box,6 for $2.80, trial size 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of
price, by Fit FIT- A T1VLS Limited,
OGDl'.NSBl' lit * X. V

given

tuberculosis, at
the age of fifty-eight years.
During the
war Mrs. Wells had been active in Ked
Cross work, doing much knitting and
She

COUNTY NEWS
H KOOK LIN.

(Merge Tainter accompanied hi* wiff* to
tfcehoepital Thurnd*7 for medical treat*
Mr* Maude Well* Newcomb of Portland
the death of her
call'd home by

**§

n*i?h»r. Mm. Minnie Well*.
.r J Blaiadell and wife,
Mrs. Aim*
Baniftt, Mm. Lina Cunningham and eon
Yitfil H-nt several day* in Brewer and
tong>r hat week.

A( F r-‘wn*end of Biuehill ha* bean
•warded ih»- contract on.the Purdy place,
b

-i*.

II

hii -rt, of Bofltun. i*

t

d

>

T

of

-»•

here.

i:

•>,

joined

Mr*.

George Gott,

Kv«. rell

her

Sargent of Gardispent a few days recently with their
brother, E. E. Sargent.

Uandage and

Hadley

Arthur
to teach
Wfinter
Mrs. B.

while

his

sister Sarah

Rich and

and

wife and

wife have returned

Chester, Walter

son

Lorenzo

Mayo

yard,

where be has

employment

community was grieved by the
death of R. W. Haines at the home of his
stm Fred in Connecticut.
The body was
brought here Saturday, and the funeral
was held in the church Sunday afternoon.
Rev. John
Sherman
Mr.
officiating.
Haines had lived here a number of 3rears,
Thia

was

rado,

respected by

Richard,
and

all.

who

He

resides

leaves
in

Mrs. Grace

with a
^ozon
boys
high school V. M. C. A., went to
conference st

Stonington

and

Schuyler Clark of the hotel Dirigo, with
mother, is here getting the
house ready for the season. The booking
list is large.
his wife and

Mrs. Venia Hodgkins, accompanied by
brother, K. G. Mason, left VVednesday

her

from

who

has

been

|

McKay and daughter Clara

C.

May 19.
—

Delicate Compliment by Dear Wife.
There Is nothing so soothing to an
elderly registrant as to have his dear
wife pat his slippery crown and say
that he needs a haircut dreadfully.—
Grand Rapids Press.
For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema
salt rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpes,
scabies. Doan’s Ointment is highly recommended. ROc a box at all stores.—Advt.

acB.T’isnntnu

j

1

\

but.

house;

although

I SICK CHILDREN

summer

home at Sorrento.

Philip Gilley

bn*

arrived

home

He brought home

many
souveuirs from the battle front which are
oversea*.

attracting attention nt Don
May 19.

Mayo’s

store.

Spray.

Signs of worms are:
Deranged stomach,
swollen upper lip, sour stomach, offensive
breath, hard ami full belly with occasional
griping* and pains about the navel, pale face
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitching;
eyelid*, itching of the nose, itching of the
rectum, short, dry cough, grinding of
the
teeth, little red points sticking out on tongue,
starting during sleep, slow fever.
The safe method for ridding the child of
worms is
to
use Dr. True’s Elixir.
Mrs.
Wi'llamQ. Bonin, of Caddo, ok’ahoina wrote
Dr.
True’s
Elixir:
"We
have
used
regarding
it for our children for the last twelve years
and certainly know the value of it.’’
You
can bu' Dr. True’s Elixir, wherever medicine
i* sold.
Pleasant tasting —gentle actiug. The
family laxative ami worm expeller for children and grown folks.

I
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WalrryrrrnniW_[

A helpful Remedy for
Constipation and Diarrhoe*.
and
and Feverishness

MrSsp]

ill JS£

NFW YORK-_

_

Exact

protracted

a

-f?~

Copy of Wrapper.

|

For0,er
Thirty Years
J

CASTORIA
THC centaur

company,

new you*

city.

search was made, it did not come to
light. Long since Leila had given up
this little fortune ns lost beyond recovery.
a

WORMS MAKE

"

are girl scouts, grandma,” she
“There are a full dozen of them, j
with the young lady In charge. They
are to have a
week’s outing on the
other end of the island and they have
brought a tent and sleeping hags and
provisions and are bound for a free,
splendid time.”
Grandma Norton yielded to the influence of a peaceful day dream while j
Leila, singing softly, ns she always did
when working about the house, went
about her duties, dividing her thoughts
between thp gay group whose pleas
ures she would have liked to share
and Peyton Ward.
They had been engaged for over n year and they were
to be
married the following week.
Leila and Peyton were to live with
grandma and depend on farming for
their support.
It was not much of a farm ns to
acreage, and the house bore due signs
of age and neglect, for the means of
the Nortons were small.
When her
husfcnnd died Mrs. Norton had oyer o
thousand dollars saved up.
She had
n spell of sickness and
recovered from
it considerably aged and with memory
Impaired. She declared she had hidden the money somewhere about the

unable to be

l>eer Isle.

Lieut

Wardwell,

five

Principal Kelley,
boys’

DESERT FERRY.

of Bangor, and Mrs. Gladys Dobson of
How bind, were guests at W. W. Jel linen’s
last Wednesday night.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
from the

Flora

,

Genuine Castoria
j' “alcohol-3
Avertable

“They

all winter, is home.

Colo-

present, Walter
rid Eugene of Northeast Harbor, Fred
and George, w ho live in Connecti<mt, and
one daughter, Mrs. Lizzie King of Brewer.
M.
May 17.
was

Mrs.

Mothers Know That

said.

bor to work.

and

Mr.
H., where they spent the winter.
Mayo will return Monday to the navy

1

Xenophon.

Portsmouth, N.

frotr

j

mumps.
Miss Nettie Clarke has gone to Bar Har-

away

For Infants and Children.

“1 declare it made me think of the f
merry, happy times of my faraway
girlhood to see those lovely, chatter- i
ing creatures hustle along past the
house, all sunshine and beauty !’*
It was Grandma Norton who spoke,
ami Leila, her orphan granddaughter,
her only help and solace in her old age
—a bright, winsome creature of
eighteen—smiled in accord with the sentiment expressed.

Mrs. Dora Jordan is ill of

went to

Harbor to see her grandmother,
F. Sumner, who is ill.

Mrs. Ida
Clark

Eden last week

went to

U=z======r*rr.-(Copyright, lOiS, Western Newspaper Union.)

birthday.

19.

MT.

William and Warren

for her

■•••*-

K ncratin.
T

evening,

May

ner

Biuehill, recently
ha*

■

\

Mr. Hutch-

the

|

By RODN'EY DUCAN

A few neighbors and friends
gave Mrs. !
Flora Cole a pleasant surprise Friday

Reed, who has been in Bangor
the past winter, is home.

the

*♦ once

in every im-

interested

Mins

Elmer

went.

work

was

Jennie Billings of Bluehiii is with
Mrs. Florence Flye during her illness.

aontruMinenw.

..—.■»..

A Woodland
Pastoral

NORTH BROO&L1N.
Brrt Friend of Verona la
visiting here. I
William Hale and Fred Coombs are
home from a fishing trip.

WEST EDEN.

sons,

in

at

Minnie, wiJbw of Edgar Wells, passed
May 16, after an

and

and >ii:

work

town, always doing her
Mr. and Mrs. John Allen are receiving
share of all work within her power. The
congratulations on the birth of a son,
life
vill
be
felt
of
this
throughpassing
born May 3.
out the town. She was tenderly cared for
Alpheus Biaisdeli of East Orland, who
illness
her
her
by
mother-in-law,
during
Mrs. Mary Ann Wells, with whom she is running the steam saw mill for G.
lived. Hhe leaves one daughter, Mrs. M. Allen & 8011, called on Leroy Flye
Maude Newcomb of Portland, a son, Har- 8unday. They had made several voyages
mother, Mrs. Cynthia to the Newfoundland Banks together.
vey Wells, and a
Xenophon.
May 12.
Grindie of this place. During her illnei-H
her daughter-in-law, Cora Wells, had
Howard Pervear and wife are receiving
given her all the loving care a daughter congratulations on the birth of a daughter
could.
Mrs. Wells will be missed by u
born May lb.
large circle of friends. Services were held
Harvey and Maurice Roberts of Wesley
at the home Sunday afternoon. Rev. O.
are spending a week with their aunt, Mrs.
Mayo of Winter Harbor officiating. The
George Pervear.
of
floral expressions
sympathy were
Friends here extend congratulations to
many.
Capt. and Mrs. Roswell F. Eaton of RockUSE Femme.
May 19.
land on the birth of a son.

SS07 Sacto Ave., Sacramento^ Cal.
“I had Stomach Trouble for 10
became so bad that I got
years, which

Stom,uh Cramps

her

to

away at her home Friday,
illness of several years of

sewing.

__--

UOUNTY NEWS

ho baa been here

w

a

provement of

MRS. r.

confer-

ooys

Stonington.

inmu:

Si'Tin

UIUI

It blew a fierce gale, approximating a tornado, and the rain was
like a waterspout. The sun bad come
out with early dawn, however, and
Leila was feeding the chickens when
the loft door of the old barn opened
with a crash and Kdna Bross, the lively sprite of the girl campers, smiled
down at Leila and in a bound reached
the ground. Leila stared in wondernight.

1

ment.

“Why, where did you come from?”
she propounded In a mystified wuy.
“From the loft, and Miss Gresham,
our chaperone, and ten other
girls are
Oh. that new-mown hay I
np there.
sweet as roses, and oh, the comfort of
our novel bed, soaked
through us we
were 1"
One by one, though less spectacularly by the lower open door, the others
of the girl scout group put in an apMiss Gresham approached
pearance.
Leila and explained their predicament.
“The storm tore our tent to pieces
and blew the fragments out Into the
lake," she narrated. "I am afraid our
stores are scattered or spoiled by the
rain. We recalled the old barn here
and a grateful shelter it was In our
unfortunate dilemma."
"But you must need breakfast and
must dry your soaked clothing,"
said Leila.
“Why did you not wake
us up?
We haven't much room, but
we could have arranged for
you some
way. Luckily I baked yesterday, so
there Is new bread and plenty of butter and milk and bacon."
The famished group dispatched the
wholesome farm fare set before them,
and then all hands, Leila included,
went down to the dismantled
camp.
The tent was Indeed gone, and sugar,
flour and' other provisions thoroughly
soaked and spoiled.
Miss Gresham
became serious and thoughtful. Then
she made a stiwestlnn to tv I, I
fail#.
you

gladly acceded. It was to use the
barn as a dormitory, replenish their
depleted larder and arrange with Leila
to help prepare their meals for a liberal compensation. This meant some
needed

bridal

accessories

for

the

sweet-spirited girl, whom her guests
learned to love. Nor was this all.
Edna’s active mind evolved an idea
with
which
her
companions were
speedily In harmony. She had learned
of the romance In Leila’s life and Insisted on celebrating It.
The little group was practical, and
had learned to work as well as hike.
Each one Insisted on giving the house
a thorough renovation,
anticipatory of
the arrival of the expected brideAt
the
end
of
three days the
groom.
floors, woodwork and furniture fairly
shone, the garden had been trimmed
up and two rooms had been repapered.
Leila was happy as a lark over all this
There
were
friendly co-operation.
many things she needed, but she was

|

“The Belle of the Camp”
Much of the cook’s popularity depends
I he New Perthe stove she uses.
fection Oil Cook Stove makes possible
not only the most delicious meais but
a pleasant kitchen in which to work.
You, too, will be enthusiastic when
the drudgery
you see how it saves you
of kindling and ashes—and time in
waiting and watching for the fire to
draw. The Long Blue Chimney gives
the clean intense flame.
Regulated
like gas. No smoke, no odor.
The New Perfection Water Heater gives

on

you hot water any time you want it.
Decide tohavea New Perfection Stoveand Water

See your dealer today.
Heater this summer.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

soon

Big Increase in Fisk Sales Due to
Fisk Durability and Value
the basis of actual results.
buying tires
today
MOTORISTS
Here is
condition that
leading
great demand for Fisk Tires
are

on

is

a

to a

~-for Fisk visible value stands out today in terms of greater mileage,
longer life, more distinctive appearance and greater tire economy.

every line of business there is always one product that stands out head
*^ou^er® above the average. Experienced motorists know the difference in
tirre*i
and they know the superior mileage and wear delivered by Fisk Tires.
^ ou II like the
type of dealers who specialize in Fisk Tires—alert, foreseeing
n
0se

who know comparative values in
tires, and who know that

wbo

serve

success

comes

to

their public.

The F'isk dealers in this community have

a

message for

you.

Next time —Buy Fisk

SILVY & LINNEHAN, Ellsworth

Fisk coup tires

NEW PERFECTION
OIL COOK STOVES
Also Puritan Cook Stoves
the best Short Chimney stove.

—

content.

Edna was

on

a

chair about to

re-

picture when she lost her balance. and In righting herself found
she had pulled picture, cord and hook
from the wall, and with It a Uttle
move

a

From the aperture
square of wood.
this panel-like appurtenance had concealed there fell to the floor a roll of
Grandma Norton's forgotten
bills.
hiding place was revealed.
How
What a wedding there was 1
Leila’s new friends fluttered about her
and enjoyed a woodland romance that
kept them In almost a frenzied state
of excitement all the time I And Peyton Ward turned out to be a hand-

happy-hearted young man, just
charming as his sweet little wife,
and life was the brighter and better
with the girl scout coterie for the happiness they had helped to bring, about
some,

■I.

--^1-

as

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

KITTEN THEIR COMFORT KIT HAD
I

PART

BIG

IN

HIS QUEER ‘CATCH’

VICTORY

_________

World Likely to Be Amazed When It
Learna What the Aircraft Really

Small
Creature
Murderoua
Hun*
Must Have Overlooked Brought
Tender Thoughts to Soldiers.

We have become so used to stories
Chateauabout five of wonderful feats accomplished by
Inches of gray kitten that could tell aircraft during the war that everymuch if It could speak.
! thing we hear nowadays leaves us alThe things that, before
This kitten was the tliaison" be- most cold.
tween the Germans who fled and the the war, would have furnished bold
Americans who dispossessed them. It headlines In the newspapers and have
been a topic of discussion for days In
was the only creature the Americans
the places where people congregate
saw alive when they marched singing
into the town after the Germans poi- excite no more than passing notice,
soned the wells, fired their ammunition It Is scarcely surprising, then, that the
story of how touch has been maintalndumps, and sullenly departed.
The kitten, when I first saw it, was ed for more than two years between
playing about in the sun at the thres- the allied armies of the Near East and
hold of a ruined hut. The body of a 1 the gallant remnants of the Serbians
dead German sprawled at my feet, half and Montenegrins who were hidden
buried in splinters of timber. Chloride among their mountain fastnesses, and
of lime lay like drifted snow on his of bow they were supplied with arms
chest, and In the clotted whiteness and cartridges hy airplane, has hardly
There has been
attracted attention.
was his briar-wood pipe, which I twlc*
picked up and twice Dut down ere de- nothing but the barest mention of the
ciding not to take it. The bottom of fact We are not told how and from
the door of the house showed a jagged where the machines carried out their
rent, as though a rifle-butt had dashed mission, of how many were engaged
It in, and it was besmeared with blood. In the task of supply, or of what efInside the door was a mass of feet their wonderful
performances
tousled straw where Boehes had sta- may have had on the situation by keepbled. The house was dismantled. The ing up the spirits of the gallant few
clothing of women lay torn and scat- who have held out against the enemy
for so many weary months.
We are
tered.
The kitten crawled between the top simply told that the Serbian army, in
of my gas mask (hung in the “alerte” Its victorious advance, has obtained
position beneath my chin), and the touch with those bands, who “since
brim of my “steel Stetson” and purred the Austro-Bulgnrian occupation have
Its eyes been holding ont among the mounlike a watchman's rattle.
grew bland and yellow as lemon can- tains and have been continuously supplied with arms, food and cartridges
dy behind a shop window.
Now that the episode Is
While I made small talk to the kit- by airplane."
ten, our artillery planted to right and historical, concludes Flight, and the
left was roaring skyward at an angle enemy can gain no possible advantage
of 30 degrees.
The concussion of the from knowing how it was done, It Is
battery threatened to lift the miser- a pity that some official commentator
able house from its underpinnings. with an Imagination cannot tell us
The window frames jumped half an the full story, which must he a real
inch at every detonation. The glass epic of war.
had long ago given way to burlap or
At

between

Beuvardes,

Thierry and Soissons, I

('apt. John Gavin dropped Into

And still the kitten purred and patted a bit of pai r dangling from a
string, careless as a bobolink. “Every
time I look at the little creature,” confessed a stretclii. bearer from the
teeming dressin „• station round the
comer, “it makes a lump come in myth mat.”
"Don’t you wart to take It home
with you?” suege-: -d a 'lieutenant.
But I hadn't the heart to deprive
those men of the solace of its presence.

It

was

their comfort kit.—Stars and

Stripes.

JUST

WHAT

BILLION

Probably Few People

Have

MEANS
Right Con-

ception of What an Enormous
Amount It Represents.
We hear of billions these flays, hnt
It is probable that very few persons
have any notion of what an enormous
amount of money a billion represents.
We do know, however, how rapidly
an expert counter of coins manipulates
them.
You can scarcely follow the
motion of his fingers as he shifts the
coins from one pile to another and
counts
them.
The experts in the
treasury department will count 4.000
silver dollars an hour and keep this
up ail day long, but that is their
limit.
Working eight hours a day, then, an
expert counter of coin will count .32,000 silver dollars in a day, hnt how*
long will it take him at that rate to
count a million dollars?
Thirty one

“Miss Clara Barton, Heaven."
In many different ways come met*
and tokens
of appreciation
sages
from the soldiers to these Red Cross
workers of the c; teen service, showing their gratitude for what is being
done for them in every place and in
every possible wa*.
When members of the canteen servdays!
ice meet a troop train many of the
Rut that is only the beginning of
boys have letters nd postcards to ba the
measurements of great figures,
mailed. One day not long ago a memfor if the same man were to contfnne
ber of the service, in looking over the
to count silver dollars at the same
mail, saw one po«t card unstamped.
rate of sliced for ten years he would
Something unusual looking about the find
that he had counted only 100.address attracted her attention, and
000,000 of them, and that to count
on looking close! \
is what she read,
“Miss Clara Barton. Heaven," and on 1,000,000.000 of them would require
102 years of steady work at the rate
the card was written “You certainly
of eight hours a day during every
founded a wonderful institution,” and
working day of every one of the 102
signed, “A Soldier."
years.
That was a tribute fine and deep,
and from the heart of one who surely
Not a Modern Gun.
had been helped by the Red Croat and
“What were you going to do with
wanted to give some sign of appreciathis revolver?" asked Walter Pritchtion. No costly wreath could bear a
ard, judge of city court.
more fragrant and exquisite message
“Shoot rabbits,” replied Abe McMurthan that one card.—Southern Woman’s

ray.
ette

Magazine.
Bow

Not every

Legs Saved Him.

is boastful or proud
of possessing bowed legs, but when
said crescent-shaped nether limb# hav«
saved him from possible serious injury
Or death from an attack of a vicious
butting ram, he Is apt to take a different view of tl'H matter during bis
after life.
A resident of Br zler, N. Y„ started
across the Miller farm to go to the
cider mill on the Tannery road. When
nearly in the center of a large pa*
ture an old ram started for him. The
man ran. but soon realized that he
conld not make th > nearest fence. As
the next best maneuver he made for
a large bowlder a few rods
away.
Just as he reached the rock the ram
overtook him and with lowered head
butted through the fugitive's legs. He
hit the bowlder an 1 crushed his skull.
man

Peeled

Three-year-old

thicken.

came from Chivisit her grandmother on a
farm in Knox county.
Everything
about the farm w,.-. a novelty to Ruth,
of which she nr -r tired.
Another
pleasant thing in ut the visit was
grandmother's con rant questioning of
‘‘Now what shall
c eat today?”
One
tie usual question
morning she ask
as to the menu.
I. trie Ruth studied a
minute and then made answer: "Oh,
grandma, won’t you please catch a
chicken and peel
for dinner?"—Indianapolis News.

cago

K ith

to

What Cleo nceau Said.
This Is given me as the truth of
what M. Clemen
uu said when the
draft of Preside:,
Wilson's original
note with the 14 i-.ints was handed to
him. He said: "f.
itocze points! Mala
cela e’est an pc
fort—le bon Dleu
n’en avait que di>
("Fourteen points!
But that Is a i. le too strong—the
good God had only ten.”)

Inte.. ’start
“Did you see hie that conjuror took
the rabbit from tics hat?”
“Nope. X tried hard to catch on, |
It would iieip rertuea t)
too.
an* of 1
1
Bring.”—LouIsW
Courier-JournaL

colored,

a

great wicker chair In the tearoom In
Oxford street.
His crutch, terribly
new to him, was taken with an Impulse of swift tenderness by a girl
sitting In the chair near him. Gavin
nodded silent thanks.
The girl returned to her seat, her
eyes hovering over the soldier with a
soft glow of which be was quite unconscious.
Gavin had come back from the war
crippled, sorely unnerved and deploring the fate that had sent him back
at all. He desired more than anything
else to be lying out there under the
eiderdown of blood-stained earth that
covered Stanley. Drake and Malone.
Gaven had left a leg with his pals.
So remote was Gavin in sense from
his surroundings that he did not hear
She
the girl who had approached.
dropped into the chair opposite.
Gavin was shy to the extent of
brusqueness with Women.
“Please forgite me.” she apologized.
A softened American accent drifted
"Is there a
along with her words.
chance. Just a vague hope, that you
could have known my dear, dear
brother. I see you are of the Royal
Sussex regiment and he—” she closed
her eyes for a second—“he fell with
them.”
A quick, wonderful light leapt into
His face was transGavin’s eyes.
formed.
“Jimmy, Jimmy,” he called softly
and with both hands outstretched he
grasped those of the girl. That haunting likeness to his pal quite unnerved
He was not conscious Of the
him.
warmth of his clasp.
He forgot his shyness with women;
forgot everything that was past and
ngly, while he was In the presence of
sensitized
Polly Malone. His natur
by acute suffering, felt the soothing
charm
of Jimmy
Malone drifting
through the person of Polly.
“I was sitting here deploring the unkind fate that allowed me to live," ho
said frankly, “and now. because you
have spoken to me. I no longer want to
die. Strange,” he added thoughtfully,
“how a few simple words with the
glance from sincere eyes can Illumine
the world."
t'ouy Malone said notning. She was
touched to the heart by the quick response in Gavin’s nature.
“Had you not worn your uniform,”
she said shyly, “I should not have
known—”
“I hate taking it off and getting Into
mufti,” he replied quickly; “I seem
nearer
the chaps out there—with
khaki on.”
Polly swaliowed hard. She must be
a soldier, for she was facing one.
He told her of heroic deeds, beautiful stories of self-sacrifice for God and
the good of men. The terrific havoc
of warfare was made to seem but the
glorious fight for eternal good, the
struggle for supreme civilization and
honor. The triumph and grandeur of
a
clarion note sounded through his
words. Polly sat quietly and listened.
"And, Jimmy,” he added softly,
“brave old Jimmy saved our entire
battalion that night.
He went on a
reconnoitering tour alone, and lonehanded bombed the enemy trench. But
they got him. the fiends by hoisting
the flag of truce—and Jimmy—fell. I
took command then, and we fought
like devils gone mad. When the skirmish was over I found Jimmy and
held him in my arms while he smiled
through the pain—that brave, brave
smile of the borderland.
"Captain Gavin,” Polly faltered
eagerly, “you have lighted a great big
torch for me. You have brought Jimmy back to me in a way that makes
me ashamed of my weakness.
His
body is lost to me, but—”
“His soul is shining right in your
eyes,” Gavin said softly, “the soul of
a soldier.
I think between us—little
sister of Jimmy Malone—we are going to patch up quite a remarkable

■

nothing.

seventeen, 356 Faystreet, who was on trial charged
with carrying concealed weapons.
The judge examined the w*eapon,
which was a small one, and noticed
that the barrel would not revolve automatically. He called the defendant’s
attention to this fact, and was told
that it would revolve if turned by
hand.
The judge still appeared undecided,
then finally remarked: “If this was a
real gun I would fine you *100 and
costs, but since it is only about half a
gun I will make the fine just half the
usual amount.”
Then he wrote *50
and costs across the face of the affidavit.—Indianapolis News.
age

friendship.”
xi

io

uui

iu

rryum:

a

great

number of patches,” Polly commented
shyly; “it Is charmingly whole even
now.
And when you come to see me
every day and ride and drive and chat
with me and I try to make yon forget
the nerve-tearing part of war—perhaps you will not find any holes In onr
friendship that need patching."
The searching smile deepened In
Gavin’s eyes. Being of an expressive
nature,
Polly gave voice to her

Missouri Mule Always There.
The Missouri mule was in the war
long before the Missouri soldier entered It.
The declaration of war was
made for him in 1914, two
years and a
half before
Pershing and the thousands of other Missourians
got their
orders to wheel into line. He had made
a brilliant record
(here before their apthoughts.
pearance. But, according to the Lon“Ton know," she said wistfully, “1
don advices, he seems to have
felt the
Impulse of Missouri behind him at the shail always feel very, very small and
humble beside you. You have suffered
laat, for it is written: ‘The mule
shared in the big British advances on
mentally, physically and given your
blood and bones and muscles In this
the western front this fall and
proved
for humanity, while I—”
his grit and worth by keeping
right up | great fight
with the rapidly advancing
“Don't say anything against Jimmy
artillery.'’ |
That is a Missouri characteristic.
Malone’s
sister,” Gavtn requested
quickly, “she will some day command
a sturdy little army of her own, and
Some Namel
where will a poor, battle-scarred solAccording to the camp poster at
dier be then?”
He looked with dlsCamp Lewis. American Lake, Wash.,
camp record blanks were found insuffi- ! turbing warmth deep Into Polly’s eyes.
“Not too far away—I hope,” she
cient to accommodate the address of
managed to say before the onslaught
an Australian
who came indirectly
of emotion held them both In silent
assuming name of the Individual, Llan- |

|

fairpwllgwyngyllogogogoch

In the county of Anglesey, North Wales. When
he joined the army he held a residence at Waenarlwgdd, Swansea
road,
Goverton, South Wales.

Might Have Cracked Joke.
"If," inquires the Deiter Btuteaman, "her aerial chauffeur addressed
Mrs. Hohenzollern as 'your royal highness,' just as they were sal ling through
* Ctond. why tint?''—St. Louis Republic.
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Charles Hnrlb.

met
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to

ol New
O'Neil
Htven, Conn,
recently from Prance where he
has been for a year doing Y. M. C.
A
work. His wife and son have spent
the
winter here with her parents. Capt.
Orrin

James
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The Work of Time.
“Ten years ago,” he complained, “I
was denounced as a dangerous radical.
Now they are referring to me as I

1

reactionary.”
“You ought to give up the habit of
changing your opinions.”
"But, confound it, I haven’t changed
them.”

Wesley

Old Copy Reader Ransacks Hit Mind
for Moat Unique Story He Can
Recall, and Here la the

in

was

town

last week.

Norman

Mrs.
Smith

Result He Achieved.
The oldest copy reader on the paper grew reminiscent
“In all the thousands of 'stories' for
the paper I have read, how many
unique ones have I found? Well. 1
can give you one that stands out In
my memory, sharply defined, without a
flaw.
“It Is ahont the strangest fish that
was ever caught In Sheepshead bay.
It was about the time that motorboats were first being built, and risky
things they ware, too, in those days.
Well, there was a certain young man
about Broadway whose boast was that
he would try anything once.
"He had tried automobiles and had

Clark of Brewer

has sold

P. W. DeBeck
land

visitors at
a

Road Commissioner Abbott is doing
good piece of work on the Great Pond

James E. Parsons

| visited

Mrs.

Parsons’ sister,
last week.

Williams,

|

and wife of

Mr.

The teachers of this
brook

will

give

Mrs. Clarence
last week at

H.

East-

of

grade

Southwest Harbor for the

ball

Bulger
working in

Hilda

Miss

June 6 at 2 p. m.
Harry Hardisbn, who has been at Fort
Totten two years,
bas
received his
honorable discharge, and is home.
work at the grange

Crosby spent

a

few

Islesford.

days

Fred Birlem and family have moved to

town and

exhibition

an

Frank Johnson has returned from

Mrs.

Lube.
R.

Isleaford spent

of

Boston.

road.

Bunker

are

summer.

and
Bar

Mrs. Leander
Harbor.

Spurling and Miss Bain, who
spent two weeks with his parents
returned to Holbrook Saturday.
Elmer

have

cablegram

was
received by D. M.
Mrs. Alice Cleaves and
Miss Laura
announcing the sale arrival of Cleaves of Bar Harbor were week-end
j
Capt. and Mrs. Tbomasseu at Cette, guests of John Hamor and family.
France.
Fred Bracy and Victor Erickson, who

A

Hardison

Friday

the teachers

and

pupils

took

have

woods, spending a profitable day gathering specimens
for their nature studies.

lunches and went

try motorboats, too.
“He did, and never tried anything
after that. He gathered a jolly little
party, packed a Jolly little luncheon
and off from shore they set In a cocky
little motorboat out Into the middle of
Sheepshead bay. There came a heavy
squall, the boat upset and several of
the happy throng were drowned, the
gay young man included.
Now, here's
the meat of the yarn:
“The prettiest girl In the party was
also the gayest.
Her French heels
were the highest and her big. flappy
hat was the biggest and the Happiest.
Well, she went down, down Into
Sheepshead hay and drank more water In five minutes thnn she had In as
to

into the

are

held

at

the

at

Miss

m.

Appropriate
erans

will

exercises

be

children

Mrs. Ruth Sinclair

Men and

under the

Lewis R. Bunker has gone to Bar HarM. C. R. R.

Mrs. E. K. Bunker and son Gordon
visited in West Sullivan last week.

held

W. Whitten of Winter Harbor is
K.
working for Alpheus H. Kingsley.
Mrs. Nellie I. Wooster is visiting her
Mrs.
Marian Gardner, in
daughter,

the school

direction

of

Supt.

Savage will march to the cemetery,
after appropriate exercises there, will

and

“When she came up for the third
time she grabbed an empty floating
box and clung to It until she grew too
weak.
Down she went.
Night fell.

return to the hall and disband.

At 2 p.

Echo.

19.

;

L. Gray and wife of Sullivan
Corp.
visited his sister, Mrs. Minnie Tracy, last
week.

a. m.

Qerrish are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter.
Miss Pauline E. Sargent, who has spent
the winter with Mias Wallace in

The

boys’ and girls’ agricultural club
will hold their regular meeting at grange

Friday evening. May 23, at 6.30.
Havey left Monday for a
visit with her son Harry in Somerville,
Mass. She was accompanied to Bangor

hail

Mrs. Carrie

Mrs. Martha Havey who

will

visit

there.

Mass.,

is here to

spend

the

Concord,

summer

with

mother, Mrs. Lula Witharn.
At a meeting of the V*. I. A. Thursday
evening, three vice-presidents were nominated. It was voted to remove the stage
and chimney to make floor room.
Later
on a piece will be built on the back of the
her

hall.

Sunday afternoon. May 25, Rev. J. E.
Blake

10.30

Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.

A.

by

Rev. E. Mercer of Prospect Harbor will
at Union church next Sunday at

preach

FRANK UN.
a

Calais.

m.

address will be delivered.

May

Milo for Che

in

bor to work for the

In the

Red

was

week-end.

Adah

an

Ernma Birlem spent the week end
Southwest Harbor.
Rooney.
May 19.
WEST GOULDS BORO.

10.30

morning the vetand the returned soldiers, members

of the order of

has

Mrs.

at

Koch, the

Memorial day.

Massachusetts,

Bates,
spent the winter
daughter, Mrs. Ella Spurling,
has returned to her home in Brooksvilie.

pastor, will give
the address. At 2 p. m., at the Mtthodist
church, services will beheld, conducted
by the pastor, Mr. Blake.
a.

in

her

memorial services will

Baptist church

employed
who

Mrs.

and

Sunday, May 25,
be

been

home.

with

Dr. Taylor of New
York, Howard Butler of Boston, Mr. and
Mrs. Watson Springer,
Mr. and Mrs.
Ireland of Dexter are at “Tugwassah
Tepee,” Butler s Point, for a few days.

Pybas

Miss

many years.

tug came puffing and snortlug on her way hack from the garbage
dumping grounds—or waters—
dragging half a dozen empty scows, all
of which were, like all such craft,
equipped with hinged bottoms which
>pen outward. All the scow s were open,
and aboard one, the captain or skipper or master, or whatever he ranked,
was watching
to see that nothing
broke loose In the squall.
"Suddenly he heard a squeak, shrill
and uncanny. Me Investigated.
And
Inside his opened-np garbage scow,
clinging desperately to the chains that
swing open and shut the container of
garbage was what had been a glorious
creature in picture hat. French heels
and other furbelows.
The garbage
master was a brave man. but this appalled him. His nerve won, however,
and he buuled the miracle to what
deck there was, and she survived and
revived.
“What had happened was that the
beautiful indy had been drawn down
into the water again, but had once
more come to the surface Just as the
scow
passed over her and she had
come up Inside.
She had life enough
and sense enough to grasp anything
tangible, that being In this case a slippery chain. Then she knew enough to
try to shriek. The squeak she emitted
saved her life."

Evelyn Moore

Miss

the week-end here.

a

had considerable success In finding ont
what happened to them when they ran
Into brick walls, telegraph poles snd
other things like that So he decided

"Now

Bar

of

Clark.

the mill road to H. A.

on

lot

ISLES.

.Miss Gladys Spurling was home
from
Harbor for the week-end.

Bangor.

small

Tomsox.

CRANBERRY

Ola

Miss

and

Smith

week-end

were

wife.

will

West post

boys, at the
Roy C. Haines

Methodist
church.
of Ellsworth will
deliver the Memorial day address.
The reception by the Red Men to the
soldier

L.

May l».

address members of E. C. D.
G. A. R., and
the returned
First

MARI A VI LLE.
Charles

Frost,

visited his
was

All

who has

brother

been overseas,
Sunday. He

El wood

accompanied by his
glad to see him.

brother

Roy.

were

soldiers, Wednesday evening,
pleasing event. A 6 o’clock ban-

returned

Albert and I^eslie Frost found a big
bear in one of their traps recently. He
quet was served to the guests of honor was caught by one bind paw. The Frost
and tbeir
friends.
The exercises in
boys were accompanied by the Hodgkins
Sprague’s hall opened with prayer by Miss boys of Eden, who were here on a visit.
Koch. Mrs. Homer was as usual pleasing The four boys noon overpowered bruin,
in her musical numbers, also the male had a strap around his neck, hooked a
i big chain into that, and by means of
quartet—Lloyd and Frank C. Blaisdell, W. ! rope* and poles they brought’ him to the
E. Bragdon and Charles Sprague. There settlement alike. They
have not
not
were remarks by
Principal Thompson of decided whether they will kill the bear
or sell him alive.
the high school and Sergt. James Bunker.
|.
May 19.
Moving pictures followed.
B.
May 10.
SURRY.
was a

WEST BROOKS V IDLE.

Harry Tapley left
j forEngineer
New York, to join a yacht,

last

week

j

Frances Smith is ill of pneumonia.
David Keyes left Wedneaday for Kockport, to go on a yacht.
Mrs. Mina Kowen of Boston i* visiting
her parents, Owen Fowler and wife.

With Malios Aforethought.
Mrs. E. E. Cummings and Miss Laura
Round the campfire—to put It poet- | H. Jones returned last week from PortCheater Duham ia spending a few days
ically—a lot of soldiers were discuss- land.
with Frank Ingalls.
ing hairbreadth escapes and advenCapt. George A. Bteveiyi has purchased a
]
L.
tures they had had.
May 19.
One after an- fourteen-foot WhitebaLl boat of
Harry M.
other they related tales, true and othTspley.
EAST SURRY.
erwise, till it came to the turn of a
Beth and Lewis Blodgett, Harry M.
man who'd traveled all over the world.
Mias Grace Lord has gone to Rockland
and
Dr.
P.
J.
have
Tapley
Flagg
pur- to work.
Every one waited breathlessly for his chased autos.
]
yarn, but he said he’d nothing to tell.
Howard Young baa purchased a new
Miss Caroline M. Joy has returned from
"Have you never had an accident r*
car.
where she spent the winter,
Ellsworth,
chorused his pals.
Mrs. Lois A. Moore and family have
and opened her cottage.
“Accident? No!”
moved to Union.
William
for
and
the Belfast
Kane, agent
“Never had an accident In your
Dalt.
May 19.
life?"
Bangor boats, has bad a telephone installed
in
hia
the former John C.
”No. Rattler bit me once.”
office,
BAY8IDE.
1
“Don’t you call that an accident?" Smith house.
Capt. Henry C. Kay started on bis first
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney H. Hawes and fishing trip Friday.
“Thunder, no! The thing bit me on
purpose!” said the traveler.
daughter Shirley are at home from an
Carroll Brown
of Ellsworth, who has
extended visit in West Somerville, Mass.,
been working at Irving Closaon’a baGrenfell'* Splendid Work.
andSkowhegan.
gone home, and will be employed by
Wilfred Thomason Grenfell, M. D„
The bodies of Capt. Oersbam Farnham C. C. Fullerton.
of
the
superintendent
Labrador medi- and Mrs. Clara Condon, who died at
Ma> 19.C. A. C.
cal mission of Royal National Mission
of Deep Sea Fishermen, was born
EibrrtiarmmtB.
February 26, 1863. He fitted out the
first hospital ship for the North sea
fisheries, and cruised with the fishermen from the Bay of Biscay to Iceland. He established homes for them
Get All the News First in the
on the land and arranged mission vessels for them In the tea. He went to
DAI L_V
Labrador in 1892, when he built four
12 to 16 paces
hospitals, a series of co-operative
stores and an orphanage, and estabFOR THREE
lished
numerous
small
Industrial
schemes.
The Bangor Daily New* is making a special offer to new subscribers,
first 3 months for fl.00. Any person clipping out the enclosed coupon and
i
How Could Hs Know?
sending us, enclosing fl.00, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the first
It may be a mistake for Hoover to
three months.
*0 to Europe after all.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and
A day or two ago Miriam, of JefferCentral Maine, first to reach the morning field, full Associated Press reports.
i
sonville, who Is not yet eight, was not
All towns in Eastern. Northern and Central Maine fully represented
by
cleaning op her plate as well as she i
regular Correspondents, After the first three months the paper is sold at
should, and usually does. Moreover, f
60 cents a month.
•he was disposed to be wasteful and
•eemed to think the bars were up.
-FILL THIS OUT“Mr. Hoover will be after you If
you
waste food,” said her mother.
Please send the
News for
"Mr. Hoover won’t know
anything
three months to
about It; he has gone to Europe,” was
j
the reply.—Indianapolis News.
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Time on the Rhine.
Private Jones of Hoboken—Say,
Casey, what time Is it by the watch
on the Rhine?
Private Caaey of Brooklyn—Retirin’
time, me bye, retirin' time!—Judge.
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